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SYNOPSIS 

This thesis reports sTudies basad on the concept of 

characterising a bandltmited signal by the locations of its zeros 

In a "complex time" plane (\'1hose real axis is the real variable, 

t). The relations between the zeros of a signal and more conventional 

descriptors such as Nyqulst samples, Fourier coefficients or 

spectral samples are Investigated. 

Added noise or linear filtering changes the zeros of a 

signal in a complicated way. The problems which arise are discussed. 

Signals can be synthesised directly from a specifie~ zero 

pattern. The propertIes of signals having a certain class of zero 

pattern ("angle coded signals") are studied. A method Is presented 

by which zero patterns can bo produced which yield signals (suitable 

for radar use) having desired properties. 

The practical use of angle coded signals would, In some 
, 

circumstances, call for the use of a Htlbert transform network-

a wtdeband 900 phase shtfter. The difficulties of constructIng 

such networks are discussed and ways of overcoming the limitations 

of existing networks are suggested. 

The theory of the distrIbution of the energy of a signal in 

the time-frequency plane is given In an appendix. The relations 

between this t-f distribution and the instantaneous frequency of a 

signal and 'short-time' spectra are given. 

Another appendix applies the theory developed for the 

design of radar signals described by their zeros in a complex time 

plane to the design of Huffman sequences, which are described by 

their zero patterns In the complex frequencyplane~ 
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FInally, a new scheme for computIng the coefficients of a 

polynomial from its roots is presented. This scheme, which is 

based on the discrete Fourier transform, Is not unduly affected 

by round-off error even when used with polynomials of very hIgh 

order. 
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CHAPTER ----
INTRODUCTION 

I • I ~l?reSenT 1 ng a Si 9,!!al ... by its Zeros 

It is a famIliar result of linear system theory that a 

~ational) transfer function can be specified either by its magnitude 

and phase (or by its real and Imaginary parts) given as a function 

of the real var'iable, frequehcy ~r by the locations of Its poles 

and zeros in the complex frequency plane. 

By considering the recIprocal roles of time and frequency 

in the Fourier transform relations it mIght be supposed that 

something simi lar \'/ould apply to time functions (signals). In 

fact a bandlimited signal (which, as a function of a complex variable, 

is an entire function - no singularities in the finite plane) can 

be speclfted essentially by the locations of Its zeros In 1he complex 

time plane In addition to more conventional representations such 

as its envelope and Instantaneous phase given as time functions. 

A bandlimited signal Is analogous to a filter whose Impulse response 

Is duratJon-1 imited and \."hose transfer function conseq~ently has 

only zeros In the finite complex frequency plane. 

The possibility of representIng a bandllmited signal (i.e. 

an entire function of exponentIal type) was shown in 1926 by Tltchmarsh l 

and by Paley and Wlener2. 

One theorem of TT tchmarsh I s paper states that If 

s{z) =, t2 S{f) eJ2ufz df (z = t + ja) 

fl 

(i.e. if set) is a bandlimlted signal), then s(z) can be expressed 

as an Infinite product: 
00 

s(z) = s(o) ejn (f l +f2)Z [:{ 



(The nototton of Tttchmarsh's paper Is altered here). 

Thus, except for a scale factor and a frequency shIft, a bandllmlted 

sIgnal can be specifIed by the locations of Its zeros in the complex 

time plane. Titchmarsh also proved that the zeros tend to be clustered 

along the real (t) axis of the z-plane and occur on average at the 

Nyqulst rate (In engineerIng parlance). 
:5 A paper was published by Bond and Cahn In 1957 which applIed 

the mathematicIans' results to signals. Bond and Cahn suggested that 

as an alternative to specIfyIng a bandllmtted signal by its Nyqulst 

samples It was possIble to "sample the zeros". They also suggested 

that signals could be synthesised so that the InformatIon was coded 

explIcitly In the zero pattern. 

The work of Bond and Cahn appears to have receIved little 

attention until Voelcker, In 1966, published hIs paper entitled 

"Toward a Unified Theory of Modulatlon ll4 • In ~:1Is paper he 

Interpreted modulatIon processes as beIng equIvalent to manIpulations 

performed on the zero patterns of sIgnals. In addItIon to hIs 

interpretive work, Voelcker suggested means of generatIng two types 

of sIgnal In whIch the InformatIon Is carried explicitly by the 

zero pattern. \1lth one type of signal (Ureal zero" sIgnals), the 

zeros are restrIcted to lying on the real (t) axIs of the complex

time plane. WIth the other type of signals (whIch he termed "angle

coded" signals) each zero Is constrained to lie on either of two 

conjugate lines parallel to the t-axls and at regular Intervals In 

the direction of the t-axls. The work of thIs thesIs is largely 

concerned with investlgat!rag the propertIes and appl katlons of 

"angle-coded" signals. 

As Voelcker has shown, the zero-based descrIptIon of signals 

Is evIdently a "natural" one to use In studying modulatIon processes 

which are essentlal!y multIplIcatIve In nature. Because zero-based 
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sIgnal theory has proved to be such an effectIve tool In the study 

of modulation It would be natural to seek other situatIons where It 

would be useful. Such situatIons are suggested by consIderIng why 

pole-zero methods play such a central part In lInear system theory. 

There seem to be two principal reasons for the wIdespread use of 

poie-zero methods. 

(I) When systems are cascaded and their transfer functIons are 

multIplIed, the resulting pole-zero pattern Is the superposltlon of 

the individual pole-zero patterns. 

(11) There are sImple approximate (qualitatIve) relationships 

between the pole-zero pattern of a system and both Its time 

behaviour (for example, Its step response) and its frequency 

response characterIstIcs. 

In additton to the study of sItuations where stgnals are 

multiplIed It would seem that zero based methods mtght be useful In 

stu~ylng the propertIes of sIgnals whera both the tIme and the 

frequency behaviour are stmultaneously of Interest. Zero-based 

Ideas are tn fact used in this thesis to design signals having 

desired time-frequency properties. 

I .2 Organ I sat Ion of the ~/ork 

As a basis for later work, the fonmal relatIonships between 

the zeros, the Nyquist samples and the spectral samples (or the 

F6urler coefficIents) of band-limIted signals are developed In 

Chapter 2. This is done for periodIc sIgnals, usIng the Fourler 

series factorisation methods outlIned by Voelcker and also for 

"finite bandltmited tt sIgnals (that Is, for signals whose Nyqulst 

samples outside some finIte Interval are all zero). Methods are 

developed by which the zeros of a bandllmited signal can be 

located from knowledge of Its waveform. 



In chapter 3 the Important but dIfficult questIons as to 

how the zeros of a signal are affected by lInear fIlterIng or by 

added noIse are posed. 

The propertIes of angle coded sIgnals are studied in chapter 

4. ThIs work Includes studies, both theoretIcal and computatIonal, 

of the spectra of these signals. In connectIon with the 

computational work, a new scheme for determIning the coefficients 

of a polynomial from Its roots was devised whIch Is described In 

appendix C. 

In chapter 5 a procedure Is developed by which a zero pattern 

can be chosen which yIelds a sIgnal whose energy distrIbutIon 

In the time-frequency plane approximates some desired form. This 

provides a synthesIs procedure for radar signals. Appendix A 

provides a background for chapter 5; It clari:ffes the relationships 

between ambiguity functions, short-time spectra and other functIons 

of time and frequency whIch are used in signal theory. Appendix 

B Is, in effect, a translation of chapter 5 from time language 

,nto frequency language. The work is, perhaps, of greater practical 

utility when cast in this form. 

Much of the work of this thesis deals with analytic signals. 

In many applications of analytIc signal theory a Hllbert transform 

network Is necessary. Chapter 6 clarifies the reasons for the 

dIfficulty In realising satisfactory practical Hilbert transform 

networks and suggests ways in which they may be constructed so as 

to work over a wide frequency range. 



. CHAPTER 2 

ZERO LOCATION 

2.1 Introduction 

A central problem in zero-based signal theory is that of 

locating the zeros of the signal. In other words, given the 

waveform of a bandlimlted signal, how are its zeros to be found? 

As pointed out by Voelcker4, the real zeros of a.slgnal can 

be located readily by the use of an axis crossing detector. But 

complex zeros cannot be located by simple observations on the 

waveform of a signal. Voelcker suggested that the zeros of a 

periodic bandlimited signal can be found by numerical factorisation 

of the polynomial which represents it. He also suggested that, 

as a non-periodic signal can be represented over a ftnite interval 

by a Fourier series, the zeros of a non-periodic signal could 

also be located ·to a close approximation by facTorisation of a 

Fourier polynomial. 

Bond and Cahn3, by using the results of Titchmarsh.J, 

succeeded in expressing the Nyquist samples of a finite bandlimited* 

(FBl) signal in terms of its real and complex zero locations • 
• 

However, they were unable to suggest a procedure for locating the 

complex zeros. 

In section 2.2 of this chapter the relations between the 

Nyquist samples, the Fourier coefficients and the zeros of a 

periodic bandlimited (PBl) signal are developed. The Nyquist 

samples and the Fourier coefficients are related (as is well known) 

by the discrete Fourier transform (DFT); which is a linear 

reversible transformation. The Fourier coefficients and the zeros 

are related by a nonlinear transformation which is also reversible. 

*The term finite bandlimlted signal is applied to a signal whose 

Nyquist samples outside a finite interval are all zero. 



In section 2.3 a procedure is sugge~ted which In principle 

can be used to determine the zeros of a FBL signal from Its Nyqulst 

samples. Theory Is developed relating the Nyqulst samples, the 

spectral samples and the zeros of a FBL signal. The Nyqulst 

samples ,are related to the spectral samples by the OFT, whIle the 

Nyqulst samples and the zeros are related by a nonlinear transformatIon. 

These procedures are exact In the sense that If the Nyqulst 

samples which specify the sIgnals are known exactly, then In 

principle the zero locations can be found to any required degree 

of accuracy. In section 2.4 the application of these methods to 

the approximate location of zeros Is discussed. Approximate zero 

location methods must be used either when the whole history of the 

signal Is not known (e.g. in real-tIme operations) or when the 

dimensionaltty of the stgnal is too large for exact methods to be 

used. 

In section 2.5, a rather different approach to the zero 

location problem is presented. An "axis shifting" filter (which 

Is a nonphyslcal Iy realisable complex lInear filter) converts 

complex zeros on some lIne in the complex time plane running 

parallel to the t-axls into real zeros. The real zeros can then 

be observed directly. This method does not provide a very practical 

way to compute zero locations; however, it ts a useful conceptual 

device which Is used In chapter 3 In the study of the effects of 

noise on the zeros of a signal. 

2.2 Periodic Bandltmited Signals. 

The study of the zeros of periodic signals is the simplest; 

problems of zero location become (as shown by Voelcker) equivalent 

to polynomial factorisation. 
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In this section (and in most subsequent work) only analytic 

signals whose spectra are zero outside some range (O,W> are 

cons I dered. <rh i 5 is no great restri cti on, as anyPBt s t gna I can 

be brought into this class by a suitable frequency translation). 

Such a signal can be represented by a finite Fourler series of N 

terms 

met) = f'_ + C J2'ITt/T + + t" J2tr(N-1 )t/T 
""0 le. • • ~N -1 

N-I 
= '"' C eJ2trkt/T 

L...; k 
k=o 

where T Is the perIod of the signal and N = TW+f. 

The sample values of the signal are thus given by 

N-I 
m(n/\~) = 2.: C

k 
ej2trknl N n=O, I, ••• , N-I 

k=o 

or, In vector form, 

\'Jhen the N element vectors!!! and C are given by 
r , r l 
I
, m.<O/W) I Co 
. m( I/W) I Ci 

m= C= I. 

I , 
A • _ I 

m UN-I>/Wj I 
! • 
I ! 
I· I 
I C ' 
L N-I J 

and the N x N matrix y* is the conjugate o~ the OFT matrix !, 

given by 

,- 1 , I ... ! 
! 

I Y y1. ••• yN-1 i 
I 

Y= ! 
• • • . i 

I N-I '2 (N-I> y(N~1 )2J 
L y '{ ~ , . 

where Y -J2tr/N .. = e . 

2.2.1 

2.2.2 

2.2.3 

2.2.4 

2.2.5 



As equation 2.2.3 has the form of a discrete Fourler transform, 

tts inverse is given by 

I ,c= r:r" YWl. 2.2.6 

The transformatIon from the Fourler coefficIents of a PBl 

signal to tts Nyqutst samples Is linear and reversIble. As it 

is a form of the OFT, the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorIthnr 

can be used for computational work. 

By substituting the symbol Z for eJ2~t/T, the finIte Fourler 

series 2.2.1 can be re\1ritten as 

N-I 
M(Z) = Co + CIZ + ••• + CN_IZ 

N-I 
'\' C-k = L.J kL 
K=o 

2.2.7 

By the fundamental theorem of algebra, this polynomial in Z has 

N-I roots, Z I' ... ; ZN_I and can be \'Irttten I n the factored form 

MCZ) = Co (I - Z/ZI) ••• (I-Z/ZN_I) 

N-I 

,ij: 2.2.8 

The signal is specified by its Fourier coefficients Nhich can be 

reco~red by multiplying out the right hand side of equation 2.2.8. 

Thus, except for a multiplying scale factor, the roots of M(Z) 

specify the signal. The Fourler coefficients are related to the 

roots by the nonlinear equations. 

= 

= 

- (sum of reel proca I s of a II roots) 

- (11l 1 + I/Z2 + ••• + I/lN-I) 

+ (sum of products of reciprocals of all roots 
taken two at a tIme) 



- (sum of products of reciprocals of aIr roots 
taken three at a time) 

= -(112 IZ223 + J/2 1Z2Z4 + ••• ) 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
eN_I/Co a (_I)N-I (product of recTprocals of all roots) 

N-I 
a (-I) 1 (ZIZz ••• ~_I). 2.2.9 

To specIfy the signal completely one datum is needed in addition 

to the roots of the Fourier polynomial. This could be the zero 

frequency (or any other) Fourier coefficient. 

The roots of M(Z) are related to the real and complex zeros 

of the signal in a simple \'iay4. M(Z) was obtained by replacing 

eJ2~t/T by Z in equatIon 2.2.1. This determines a conformal 

mapping from the z- (complex time) plane to the Z-plane. To each 

point in the Z-plane at which M(Z) is zero (i.e. to each root of 

M(Z)~ there correspond points tn the z-plane at which m(z) is 

zero (the zeros of the signal). These zeros are given by the 

solutions of the equations. 

i = 1,2, ••• ,N-1 2.2.10 

Because of the perIodicity of the exponential function, the solutions 

of the equation set 2.2.10 (the signal zeros) torm a configuration 

in the z-plane which is periodic in the t-direction, with period T. 

TakIng the principal value logarithm of each sIde of 

equation 2.2.8, the locations are found of the zeros \'1htch I Te In 

the vertIcal strip in the complex time plane defined by -T/2<t<T/2 

(the principle strip): 
- 1 

Zt = T 12~ l arg Zi - J I n I ZI I J i=I,2, ••• N-1 

The N-I zeros in the principal strip define the roots of M(Z) 

vIa equatIon 2.2.10 and, as shown above, these roots define the 

2.2. II 
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Fourler coefficIents of the signal except for a scale foetor. 

The above shows that the Fourler coefficients of a PBl 

signal are obtaIned from its zeros except for an arbitrary scale 

factor, k. 

Th Is trans format i on can be symbo lised ; 

£ = V(~), 

where the N-I element vector z is defined by 

j-Z, I 

~ = i: i 
LZN-L 

2.2.12 

This transfor~~tion is shown in block diagram form in fig.2.2.1. 

The Inverse of this transformation Is the scale factor-destroying 

transformation depicted In fig. 2.2.2 which can be symbolised 

2.2.13 

The relations between the Fourier coeffic..:lents, Nyquist 

samples and zeros of a PBl signal arc shown in fig. 2.2.3. These 

transformations are conveniently programmed for digital computer, 

making use of existing FFT routines and polynomial factorising 

and multIplying-out routines~. 

2.3 Finite Bandllmited Signals 

A finite bandllmited (FBl) whose Nyqulst samples are zero 

outside the range (-T/2,T/2) and having spectral extent W has N 

Nyqu I st t nstants \'1tth I n the i nterva I (where N+ I. I s the sma II est 

even Integer exceeding HI : a Nyqulst sample Is assumed to occur 

at t=o). Fig. 2.3.1 shows such a signal. The signal is assumed 

* A scheme for computing thec~m,j£"l;;of a high order polynomial 

from Its roots is presented In appendix C. 



Z1 

z2 

zN_ 

Co 

C1 

CN_ 

expj211 HIT 
, 

ex . 21t(·)IT Multiply out to 

. obtain coefficients 

from roots. 

e x p j 211(· )IT 

. Fig. 2.2.1. Transformation from zeros to 

Fourier coefficients. 

(11 j 2TfT)ln ( • ) 

Factor polynomial (11 j 2rrnln( .) 

to obtain roots 
, 

from coefficients. 

(lIj2fTT) In(') 

Fig.2.2.2. Inverse- transformation from Fourier 

c oefficien ts t~ .z eros ~ 

Co 

C1 

CN-I 

z1 

z2 

zN-1 



Fourier 
coefficients.£ 

V-1(. ), 

equat ion 22:13. 

. I 

DFT ,equation 2.2.3.· 

10FT . 2 2 6 m: (Nyq. uist samples) .- • equation. • •• 

V(·). equation 2.2.12. 

~ (zeros) ! 

. Fig.2.2.3~ . ~elations between the zeros, the Fourier 

". . ~ 
.'coeff icien ts and the Nyq ui st samples of 

a PBl signal. . 



s(t} 

t 

Fi g. 2.3.1. Finite bandli mited (FBl) signal" waveform. 

o o 

-T/2 T/2 t 
o o 

Fig.2.3.2. Zero pattern of FBl signal. 

.' 



to have N-I real and complex zeros within the interval (-T/2,T/2) 

which may occur anywhere except at the origin of the complex time 

plane*. Outside the interval the zeros occur at the Nyqulst 

instants, T.e., at 

z = ~n/\~ + jo n = (N-I)/2+1,(N-I)/2+2,(N-I)/2+3, •••••• 

as Illustrated in fig. 2.3.2. 

By Tltchmarsh's work, such a sIgnal can be expressed 

N-I IX) 

set) = 5(0) IT (I-t/zk) TT 1-(t\1/n)2 2.3.1 
k=1 n=(N-I)/2+1 

The left product is taken over N-I terms involvIng the zeros 

whIch may lIe anywhere (except the orIgIn). The rIght product Ts 

taken over the terms InvolvIng the real zeros which lie at the 

Nyquist Instants outsIde the Interval (-T/2,T/2). 

Equation 2.3.1 gIves 

N-I 
s(t)/s(o) = IT 

k=1 

where the functIon pet) is defined by 

CIO 

pet) = n 
n=(N+I)/2 

pet) 

UsIng the product expansion for sIn n~t·, pet) can be written 

pet) = sIn nUt 

nWt (Nn/2 1-(t\'l/m)2 

mcl 

*This assumptIon Is made by Bond and Cahn 3• While It seems 

2.3.2 

2.3.3 

2.3.4 

d I mens Iona I I Y correct that N-I zeros shou I d spect fy N Nyqu i st 

samples to wIthIn a multIplicative constant, the assumptIon seems 

dIfficult to prove. Bond and Cahn also assume that the zeros lIe 

wIthIn the strip z:t+Ja where \tl<T/2. Although they tend to 

cluster withIn the region there is no reason~r need) for thts 

assumption to hold In general. 
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At the Nyqul st Instants, where t .. !.kh~, k=o, I ,2, ••• 

pet) has the values36 

[(N-I )/2J ! [cN-1 )/2] l 
[(N-I)/2 + kJ! ~(N-1>72 - kJ! ,for ~(N-I)/2 

p{!.k/W) a 

o ,for k>(N-I)/2 

2.3.5 

pet) Is shown graphIcally in fig. 2.3.3 (for N=9). 

The Nyqulst samples of set) can be obtaIned from the locatIons 

of the N-I non-Nyqulst Instant zeros (to within a multiplicative 

scale factor) by the evaluation of equation 2.3.2, substItuting 

the values given by equation 2.3.5 for pet). ThIs nonlinear 

transformation from the zeros to the Nyqulst samples can be 

expressed In vector form 

s = B(z) 2.3.6 

where the N-I element vectors ~ and! are deftned by 
... 

I<N-I )/2i-L1 /s(o) 

1 
"'1 

I~ r ZI 
I 

'- - I 

Z2 I 
s = I ~ (J/\~) / s(o) 

t 
z = I 2.3.7 

I 

I~ 
(-I/\~)/ s(o) I , I 

I~ r - I 
I 
I 
i 

I--CN-I )/2VU / s(o)l z i 
I- _ ,'J-I j 

The forego I ng shol'ls hO ... 1 the Nyqu 1st samp I es of a FBL signal 

can be expressed tn terms of Its zeros. Although detaIls of the 

present treatment dIffer, this ts basIcally what was done by Bond 

and Cahn. In the followIng, a method ts outlined by which the 

opposite transformation can be made In whIch the locations of the 

N-I non-Nyqutst instant zeros of a FBL signal can be obtaIned 

from the N Nyquist samples wlthtn the Interval (-T/2,T/2) 

(or, for that matter, from any set of N dIstinct samples wIthin 

the Interval). 

If each side of equatIon 2.3.2 is divIded by pet), the 

rIght hand sIde becomes a polynomial: 



----------------------, 

p(t) 

0.5 

real zeros real zeros 

t V 'V ~ V V 

-7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 tiT 6 7 

Fig.2.3.3. p(t) for N =9 (9 non-Nyquist sample instant zeros). 
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N-I s(t) / s(o) p(t) = ao + alt + ••• + aN_It 2.3.8 

The roots of this polynomial are the N-I non-Nyqulst instant zeros 

of the signa I • 

In general, it is sufficient to know the value of an Mth 

order polynomial at M+I points in order to be able to determine 

its coefficients, whIch Is done by the process of solving a set 

of M+I linear equations. From the N non zero Nyqutst samples, 

the N coefficients of the right hand stde of equation 2.2.7 can be 

found. The polynomial can then be factored numerically to yield 

its roots, which are the zeros of the signal. The zeros of a FBL 

signal can thus, In principle, be found directly from its non-zero 

Nyqulst samples. The inverse of the transformation 2.3.6 thus 

exists and can be written 

z = B- 1 (s) 

\~hi le the above shows that the transformation from the 

Nyquist samples to the zeros can be made In princIple, nothing 

has been said about the practical feasibility of this process. 

2.3.9 

The procedure involves the solution of a set of N linear equations 

and the factorisation of a polynomial of order N-I. The computational 

difficulty of both of these operations increase very rapidly as 

N increases. Nevertheless it is of Interest that there exists a 

process.by which the zeros of a FBL signal can be found exactly 

from Its Nyquist samples. 

The relation ben1een the Nyquist samples and the spectral 

samples of a FBL signal is straightforward. The Fourler transform, 

S(f), of a bandlimited si91al can be expressed in terms of its 

Nyqulst samples5, of which only N are non-zero In the case of a 

FBL signal. 



(N-I )/2 

S(f) = I/~J ~ 2.3.10 

n=-{N-I )/2 

The spectral samples of S(f) are given by 

(N-I )/2 

S(k/T> = I/W ~ s(n/\-/) e-j21Tkn/N, k= -(N-I)/2, ... ,(N-I>/2 

n=-(N-I)/2 
2.3.11 

This is a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) which can be expressed 

in matrix form as 

S = I1 l1 W s - --
where the N element vectors ~ and ~ are given by 

r 5(0) "j r s(o) 

S = 

S( fiT> 

5 [eN-I) /2T] 

S [-(N-I)/2"tl 

I 

I S(-2fT) 

,_ S(-I/T) 
.J 

s = 

and W is the DFT matrix, given by 

-j21T/N where W = e . 

s(-/w) 

s [(N-I )/2',,,] 

s r -(N-I ) /2\'il .- -
I ;(-2/W) 
Ls(-I/w) J 

• • • I 
• •• ~~(N-I) 

· . . . 
· . 
• • • 

W(N-I )2 

2.3.12 

2.3.13 

2.3.14 

The inverse of this transform, giving the Nyquist samples in 

terms of the spectral sample~ is thus given by 

s = I IT !:!* §. 2.3.15 
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The relatIons be~/een the spectral samples, the Nyqulst 

samples and the zeros of a FBl signal are shown In flg.2.3.4. 

It is InterestIng to compare this figure wtth fig. 2.2.3. In the 

case of a PBl sIgnal the zeros are found from the Fourter 

coefficients (frequency description) of the signal while In the 

case of a FBl signal, the zeros are found from Its Nyqulst 

samples (time description). 

2.4 Approximate f"1ethods 

The preceedlng sections of this chapter presented methods 

by which the zeros of a FBl or a PBl signal could be found, as 

accurately as requIred, from Its Nyquist samples. These schemes 

are practicable when the signals are of moderate dlmenslonalIty 

(N<60, say) but for signals of very large dlmensionality, such as 

an Information bearing signal In a communication system they are 

not feasible. If the zero locations of a signal are to be found 

in "real-timell
, only the past values of the signal are available: 

its whole history is not known. In such circumstances procedures 

are required by which the locatIons of the zeros can be found 

approxlm()tely without making use of the whole history of the signal. 

It is possible for such approximate procedtlres to exist as the 

relation between the Nyquist samples of a signal and Its zeros is 

a 'localised' one. That is, a zero which is very distant in the 

complex-time plane from a particular Nyqutst Instant has very little 

effect on the sample value associated with that instant (although 

In principle al I the Nyqui~4- samples depend to some extent on ~II 

the zeros). 

Suppose that the scheme of section 2.2 for locating the 

zeros of a PBl signal \'Iere available. How could this scheme be 

used to locate (appr"ximately) the zeros of a signal wIth 

inconveniently large dlmenstonality? One approach would be to 
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take N adjacent Nyqulst samples and to form their perIodIc repetItIon 

(flg.2.4.1.). The periodIc sample sequence can be regarded as 

constItutIng the samples of a PBl sIgnal whose zeros can be found 

by the method of sectIon 2.2. However, the zero pattern found 

by thIs method Is not sImply the perIodIc repetitIon of a sectIon 

of the zero pattern of the original signal as the zero locatIons 

withIn the fundamental period of the PBl signal are Influenced by 

the :'incorrectll Nyquist samples outsIde the fundamental perIod • 
. '\'" . 

However, if N is large enough, the zeros near the cent'r~ofthe 

fundamental perIod will not be Influenced apprecIably by the 

'incorrectll Nyqulst samples outside the perIod. To ensure accurate 

zero location then: 

(t) N must be large enough. 

(il) Zero locatIons near the centre of the fundamental 

period must be used. 

All the zeros of a sIgnal can be found by repeatIng the process 

for successive (overlappIng) sections of the orIgInal waveform. 

This method can ba improved by addIng zero Nyqulst samples 

to the ends of the segment \tlhlch Is made periodic (flg.2.4.2.). 

The poInt of doIng this Is that a zero Nyqutst sample will generally 

be "less incorrect il than the periodically repeated Nyqulst samples 

of the original signal. This increases the number of Nyquist 

samples per period, and hence, apparently, the order of the Fourter 

polynomial which must be factored. But this is not so, as the extra 

zeros whIch are added are known. Thus when the coefficients of the 

Fou r t er po I ynom i a I have b:.o'1 found from the Nyqu t st samp I es L'I a 

the OFT), the extra roots \'/h I ch have been added can be d I v I ded out 

before factorisation. 
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2.5 Zero Location by Axis Shifting 

The methods for locating the zeros of a signal which are 

presented in the previous sections are numerical methods; they 

depend upon sampling the signal and operating numerically on the 

samples to produce the zero locations. The scheme presented In 

this section is different in character. A linear filter Is used 

to operate on the signal so that zeros which lie on some line 

parallel to the t-axis of the complex time plane, are converted 

Into real zeros. Real zeros are readily detected. By using a 

sufficient number of such filters the zeros can, in principle, be 

located to any desired degree of accuracy. 

The use of an "axis-shlfting" fl Iter provides a simple method 

of zero location. However, in the present work, the principle of 

the axis shifting filter is found useful as a conceptual device in 

studying the effects of added noise on the zer(tj of signals. 

A bandllmited signal lying In the frequency range <fl' fl+W) 

can be written, using the inverse Fourier transform, (as a function 

of the complex-time variable, z). 

J

fl+W 
m(z) = 

f I 
M J2nfz df <f) e 

where z = t+jo. Giving ° a particular valuo, 0a,a new time 

function ma<t) can be formed: 

ma(t) = m(t+jcr; 

J
fl+·W. 

= M(f) 

fl 

2.5.1 

2.5.2 



This equation shows that ma(t) can be obtained from met) 

by filtering using a transfer function 

Ha(f) = e-2ifaa , 

= anything I otherwise. 

If m(z) has a zero at (tl + jaa), then ma(t) must have a (real) 

zero at tl' At a real zero of a complex or an analytic signal 

2.5.3 

both the real and the imagInary parts of the signal must be zero 

so that the envelope must be zero there, too. The zeros of a 

bandlimited signal can thus be located (in principle) by filtering, 

using transfer functions of the form given above with al I possible 

values of "al and observing the real zeros of the envelopes of the 

filtered signals. 

As an illustratton, fig. 2.5.I(a) shows the waveform of the 

analytic signal lying in the frequency range (~,~ which has the 

zero pattern shown in fig. 2.5.2. Fig. 2.5.I(b) shows the waveform 

of tne signal after filtering with the appropriate transfer function 

to convert the lower half plane zeros Into real zeros. 

Fig. 2.5.3. shows how tho scheme might be implemented In a 

practical way, to provide approximate zero locetion using a limited 

number of axis shifting filters. In this application the real zero 

detectors wou I d be rep I aced by throsho I d detectors \'/h I ch wou I d 

give an indication whenever the envelope of a filtered signal fell 

below some small value. This scheme would be particularly simple 

to implement if the zeros of a signal were known to lie nowhere 

except on two lines paral !ol to the t-axis (for example, in t~~e case 

of the angle coded signals which are studted in subsequent chapters). 

Only two axis shifting filters would then be required. 
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CHAPTER 3. 

EFFECTS OF FILTERING AND NOISE ON THE ZEROS OF SIGNALS. 

3.1 Introduction 

The effects of physical transmission channels on signals 

can often be represented as the addition of random noise to the 

signal or as the operation of a linear filter (or both). Conventional 

'linear' signal theory deals very successfully with these situations. 

For a zero based theory of signals to be of general use, it too 

should be capable of dealing with such problems. In particular, it 

should be possible to predict the effects of adding noise or filtering 

on the locations of the zeros of a signal. 

In the cased a PBL slgnal# which Is represented by a Fourier 

polynomial; 

N M(Z) = Co + CIZ + ••• + CNZ 

(where Z = exp j2nfot, and where fo Is the fundamental frequency 

of the signal)# such problems are partly equivalent to studying 

how the roots of the polynomials 

and 

differ from those of M{Z). Here, no' ni' ••• , nN are the Fourier 

coefficients of a periodic noise function which is added to the 

signal and has the same poriod and bandwIdth. (Note that it may 

be no less realistic to represent noise as a periodic function 

than it Is to represent the signal as such a fUnction). H(f) Is 

the transfer function of the filter whose effect on the zeros is 

Iq 

3. I • I. 

3.1.2. 

3.1.3. 



to be studied. Thus (for PBl signals) problems of the effects of 

noise and filtering on the zeros of a signal are partly equivalent 

to questions of how the roots of polynomials are related to their 

coefficients. This problem is difficult; it is not well understood 

even though It has been of Interest to mathematicians for many 

years. (When the problems are formulated for non periodic band

limited signals they are even more intractable). 

3.2 Effects of Linear Filtering 

In general it Is difficult to make specific statements 

about the effecis Cl particular filter will have on a signal. 

However it Is possible to make broad statements about the effects 

of certain types of filter. For example, as pointed out by 
. . 

Tetarev ~ differentiating a real PBL a sufficient number of times 

will cause all of Its zeros to become real*, ano further 

differentiations regularise the spacings of the zerO$. 

General statements can also be made about the effect of 

filters which reduce the bandwidth of signals. Titchmarsh's results 

show that the average rate of occurrence of zeros Is equal to 

the spectral extent of tho signal. Thus a filter which reduces the 

total spec1ral extent of the signal (such as a .owpass filter whose 

bandwidth is less than that of the signal) results In a new zero 

pattern which has a reduced number of zeros. 

* A rigorous proof is given by Szeg97• 
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The 'pre-envelope! of a real signal is formed from the real 

signal by filtering with an impulse response het) =(~(t) + Jhrt). 

The spectrum of the pre-envolope is that of the real signal wIth 

the negative frequency components eliminated (and the positive 

frequency components doubled in amplitude) so that the filter 

reduces the total spectral extent of the signal. In the case of 

a real signal whose bandwidth is small compared with Its centre 

frequency the reduction in the zero rate can be very largo. (Also 

the zeros of the pre envelope of a real sIgnal are very seldom 

real or In conjugate pairs - unlike the zeros of the real signal 

itself which are always thus). 

The one type of linear filter whose effect on the zeros of 

a signal is simple Is the axis shifting filter, which was discussed 

In section 2.5 of tho provious chapter. In the following section 

the axis shifting filter is used as a conceptu~' device in studying 

the effects of added noise on the zeros of a signal. 

3.3 Effects of Added Noise. 

It Is possIble to set general bounds on the magnltudes of the 

changes in the roots of a polynomial BWhich result when the 

coefficients are perturbed by the addition of error terms, as 

expressed by equation 3.1.2. However, these bounds are very weak 

for polynomials of only moderately high order; for the noise 

magnltudes whIch exist in even the most precise engIneerIng situations 

they are not relevant. 

The root-locus mothods of servo theory9 provide a set of 

rules by which the loci (as k is varied) of the polynomial 

P(z) = Q(z} + k R(z) can be sketched. In the signal theory context 



Q{z) might represent a wanted signal and R(z} might represent an 

added noise whose power is set by the value of k. Reference 9 

treats sampled-data servos and gives examples. Although root 

locus methods can be applied to the study of the mov~maDts of the 

zeros of signals, it is felt that the method is not very useful. 

In signal theory it is the general properties of signals and 

their transformations which is of interest, rather than the study 

of a unique signal. In any case, with the avai labi I ity of digital 

computers it is perhaps more straightforward to plot the root loci 

by factoring P(z) for a succession of values of k, rather than use 

the rules. 

The relationship between the zeros of a PBl signal and its 

F-coefficients can be pictured as a multlvariable memoryless 

nonlinear system (flg.3.3.1.). Studying the effects on the signal 

zeros of added noise is equivalent to examinin~ the effects on the 

outputs of the nonlinear system of noise added to its inputs. 

The theory of multivariable memoryloss nonlinear systemJO is of 

little holp. BecauS0 of the difficulty of calculuting even such 

'simple' statistics as the variance of the output variables given 

the variances (and covariances) of the input variables, the usual 

approach is to 0stimate such statistics experimcntallyl~ 

When the power of the noise is small compared with that of 

the signal, It should be possiblo to linearise the Fourier 

coefflci0nt-zero relations so as to be able to calculate the zero 

movements resulting from the addition of a (small) noise voltage. 

Howevor, this will only ba possible when the Fourior coefficient-

zero relationships are sufficiently continuous; that is, when small 

changes in the Fourier coefficlonts produce only smal I corresponding 
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changGs In Tho ~~ro po~rtlons. 

The' Itnearised Fourier coefficient-~oro ~laTton~ ~re 

spectfled by the senstt(vtty matrix Si 

lli lli ... aZI 
aco aCt ~ 

s .. • 3.3.1 
• 

The elements of this matrix are given by 

aZk .. dZk aZk 
aCR: dZk aCx, 

Now 

dZk .. j21T exp(j21TZkl'r> 
aZk T 

.. J21T ZK/T 

and 

dZk t 
= -Z k / dM(Z) I 

acR. dZ Z = Zk 

Thus 

d'Z.K jT zt-I/ dM(Z) I .. 
21T 

k dZ Z=Zk 3.3.2 

(C'R. 

When the linearisatlon procedure is valid, the change,~Z, 

In the vector whose elements are the zero positions produced by 

a change ~ in the Fourier coefficient vector is approximately 

given by 

~Z = s ~c 

The linearisatlon Is only valid when the eleme~ts of 5 are 

3.3.3 

sufficiently small. The remainder of this section is a verbal 

discussion of the circumstances when thts is so. The'axis-shifting' 



filter of section 2.5 is used as a conceptual device. Real zeros 

at the output of an axis-shifting filter are pictured as being 

produced by cancellation of the frequency components of the 

signal. The effect of added noise is to upset this complete 

cancellation. 

In section 2.5 a filter having the transfer function 

H(f) = e-J2~foA 

(over the frequency range of the signal) was termed an axis-

3.3.4 

shifting filter. If its input signal is S(t)1 its output signal 

sAlt)1 takes the values of.s(z) on a line in the z-plane 

running parallel to the t-axis and cutting the Imaginary axis 

at 0A. Thus If the input signal to the axis shifting filter has 

a complex zero at (tl+joA>, the outputsgnal from the filter has 

a real zero at tl. 

A physical understanding of the action ~~ an axis shifting 

filter can be gained by considering a signal having a zero pattern 

such as that of fig. 3.3.2. Such a signal may be represented by 

a Fourier series : 

met) = I - a eJ2~t/T 3.3.5 

where a = e2no/ T). The vector representation of this signal Is 

shown in fig. 3.3.~. The component vectors are of unequal length 

and so they do not cancel for any real value of time, t. 

Suppose that met) is passed through the axis-shifting 

filter which converts Its complex zeros Into real zeros. The 

transfer function of this fi Iter is given by equ~tlon 3.3.~. 

met) is transformed into ~h9 signal 

(t) I 
-2no/T j2nt/T 

m, = - e a e 
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= I _eJ2ntIT 

which has the vector diagram shown in fig. 3.34. ThE) component 

vectors are of equal length and so they cancel exactly when they 

I ie in opposite directions. The action of an axis shifting filter 

in producing real zeros can thus be visualised as being to 

equalise thetnagnltudes of the frequency components so that they 

cancel at certain instants of time (the resulting real zeros) 

The effect of an axis shifting filter on a srgnal with a 

more complicated zero pattern can be explained in a similar way. 

The zero pattern of tho signal, met), will be supposed to be 

arbitrary except that it contains a 'periodic zero', that is, a 

zero at positions such as those shown by fig. 3.3.5. It is the 

action of the axis shifting filter on these periodic zeros that is 

to be discussed. The signal can be faetored Into the form 

met) = [I - a eJ2ntITJ rCt) 

The Fourier transform of met) can thus be written 

M(f) = R(f) - a R(f-I/T) 

Suppose that if the 'remainder signal' r(t) is applied 

to an axis shifting filter the output which results Is q(t). Then 

the output, m,(t), of the axis shifting filter., In response to met) 

has the F-transform 

M,(f) = H(f) M(f) 

= e-2nf
O'l [R(f) - a R(f-I/T~. 3.3.6 

Equation 3.3.6 becomes 

M I (f) = Q ( f ) - Q (f-I/T> 

and ml(t) is thus given by 

ml(t) = q(t) - eJ2nt/T q(t) 
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This signal is shown in vector form in fig. 3.3.6~ Like the 

sIgnal discussed previously, it consists of the sum of two vectors 

whose lengths are equal but whose instantaneous frequencies differ 

by lIT. The difference between this case and the previous one is 

that the lengths and angular velocities of the individual 

vectors are no longer fixed. 

In general, when a proportion of noise is added to a 

bandlimited signal the location of every one of the zeros is changed. 

The change in the position of each zero depends on the waveform 

of the noise, the original location of the zero and also In the 

original locations of all the other zeros of the signal. However, 

when the change in each zero location is small, the change depends 

predominantly on the original location of the zero itself and little 

on the original locations of the other zeros. In this section, 

because t,he main concern is to study the conditieJns under which 

the change in a zero's location is small, it Is permissible to 

consider only the influence of the location of the zero Itself on 

its sensitivity to noise and to disregard the effect of the other 

zeros. On I y signa Is hav i ng si mp I e zero patterns such as that shown 

in fig. 3.3.2. are considered here. 

If the zeros of the signal are close to the t-axis (that 

is, the ratio lallIT is small, T being the spacing between zeros 

in the direction of the t-axis) the signal may be represented by 

a two-term Fourier series 

m(t) = I + a ej2Ht/T 3.3.7 

in which the magnitude of ~ Is close to unity. If random noise, 

n(t), of small rms value and occupying the same frequency band as 

the signal is added to m(t), the resulting sum can be represented 



by a vector dIagram such as that of fIg. 3.3.6L~.The noIse 

component Is represented by a vector of rcndornlyvo1""y'fng length 

and dIrectIon. 

The axis shIftIng fIlter whIch converts the zeros of met) 

into real zeros has a gain-frequency characterIstIc which does 

not vary greatly over the frequency band of the sIgnal. ThIs 

is because to produce real zeros the filter has to equalise the 

amplItudes of the frequency components of met) and these do not 

dIffer greatly to start \'Ilth. Fig. 3.3.7. shows the vector 

dIagram of the sIgnal at the output of the axIs shIftIng filter 

when there would be a real zero In the absence of noIse. The 

output of the filter at this Instant consists of noise alone. 

The magn ttude of the no I se be I ng sma 11; a sma I I change I n the 

value of the parameter 0A of the axis shIfting fIlter produces 

the sItuatIon represented In fIg. 3.3.8. where there \'Iould be a 

real zero If the Instantaneous phase of one frequency component 

of the signal were changed slightly. ProvIded that the change Is 

small compared with a Nyqulst Interval such a change can be 

effected by advancing or delaying the sIgnal plus notse without 

appreciable change In the magnitude or phase of the nolso voctor. 

The foregoing verbal argument suggests that when a small 

proportion of noise 15 added to a sIgnal whose zeros are close to 

the t-axls the resulting change in the position of each zero Is 

small. ~ltth such slgnuls Ilnearisation of the Fourler coefficlent

zero relatIons might be used to stu~y the effects of added noIse 

on the zeros. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ANGLE CODED SIGNALS AND THEIR PROPERTIES 

4. I IntroductIon 

As an applicatIon of zero based signal theory, Voelcker 

suggested that signals could be generated so that the zero pattern 

of a signal would represent binary data eXPltcitly4. As an 

example, he generated periodic sIgnals havIng zero patterns In whIch 

the appearance of a partIcular zero in the upper half of the complex

tIme plane would denote a bInary 'I' and Its appearance in the 

lower half plnne, a bInary '0'. Thus by systematIcally conjugatIng 

the N zeros (complex, and not occurrIng In conjugate pairs) of 

the fundamental period, a total of 2N different signals can be 

generated. As the envelope of a sIgnal remains unaltered when a 

complex zero is replaced by Its conjugate, these signals are 

members of a "common envelope set" and they differ solely in having 

different instantaneous phase functions. Accordingly, Voelcker 

termed signals generated in this way angle coded signals. 

In the remaining chapters of this thesis attention Is confined 

principally to the study of angle coded signals having zero patterns 

like that shown in fIg. 4.1.1., in which the zeros occur at regular 

intervals of T in the direction of the t-a~is and at either +s or -s 

in the direction of the a-axis. 

Fig. 4.1.2 shmJs the real part, the Imaginary part, the 

envelope and the instantaneous frequency of the sIgnal whose zero 

pattern is shO\'m in fig. 4.1.3. and which I tes In the frequency 

range (O,W). The aspect ratio, p(=s/T), of this signal is 0.6. 

Note that the behaviour of the envelope is the same in the vicinity 

of both the upper half plane (UHP) and.the lower half plane (LHP) 

zeros, while the instantaneous frequency peaks tn the vicinity of 

1..1 
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an UHP zero and It dIps near ~ LHP zero. Fig. 4.1.4. shows the 

locus of thlsanalytic sign;)ll~ Examination of the motion of the 

analytic signal vector as tIme progresses gives Insight into 'why' 

the instantaneous frequency and envelope behave as they do in the 

vicinity of UHP and LHP zeros. Fig. 4.1.5. shows the analytic 

signa I locus for the ilm I n I mum phase" 4 member of the common 

envelope set (all zeros in the LHP), and fIg. 4.1.6., for the 

r'maxi mum phase" member. These I oc I i II ustrate the phys I ca I 

ImplIcations of minImum and maxImum phase. The analytic signal 

locus encircles the t-axis once for each UHP zero. When al I tho 

zeros are UHP the average rate of Increase of the instantaneous 

phase (v/h i ch t s the average of the instantaneous frequency) is W 

revolutions per second and when all zeros lie In the LHP, it is 

zero*. 

Fig. 4.1.7. shows the waveforms associated \'11th the zero 

pattern of fIg. 4.1.3. when the aspect ratio, P, has the value 0.2 

(a smal I value). The peaks of the instantaneous frequency are large 

and the dips of the real part and the envelope come close to the 

t-axis. Fig. 4.1.8. shows the waveforms which result when p has 

the value 4.0 (a large value). The fluctuatIons of the envelope 

and the instantaneous frequency are much rerluced in magnItude; so 

much 50 that for most practical purposes the signal can be regarded 

as beIng a pure frequency modulation sIgnal. 

* Reference 13 conta I ns a discuss i on of the mean va I us of the 

instantaneous frequency of a signal whIch could be cast In terms 

of zero-based theory. See also ref.14. 
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FIg. 4.1.9. shows the waveforms assocIated with the same 

zero pattern for other values of p. The characteristics of the 

signals undergo a qualitative change at a value of p of about 0.6. 

For example, a dip in the real part of the signal near a lHP zero 

occurs only for p less than about 0.6. This qualitative change In 

nature at a value of p of about 0.6 occurs with other sIgnal 

cha,-acterI stlcs such as the form of the power spectrum (as wi II be 

seen later). 

As a result of the multiplicative nature of the relationshIps 

between the zeros and the \'1aveform of a signa I, zero based methods 

seem to be best suited for dIscussing sItuations where sIgnals are 

multIplied together (as Voelcker has Illustrated in hIs treatment 

of modulation) or where logarithmic properties of signals are to 

be studied. However, if angle coded signals are to be used in 

conventional communication system applIcatIons it is Important 

to discuss 'linear' properties of the signals such as the forms of 

the i r spectra;;. 

Chapter 2 sho\'1ed that the re I at ions ben'leen the Nyqu i st samp I es 

of a signal and Its zeros are generally complicated (i.e. 

multivariable and nonlinear) and so It is likely that other 'linear' 

properties of angle coded signals cannot be exactly expressed in 

terms of the characterIstics of their zero patterns 'in a simple way. 

Nevertheless, it might be hoped that sImple approximate 

(asymptotic, qualitatIve) relatIons mIght be found between 'linear' 

propertIes of the signal and its zero pattern characteristIcs 

rather in the way that while the exact relationships between the 

modulating function and the spectra ci an FM signal may be 

complicated, sImple approximate relations often exis-r. 
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This chapter investTgates the properties of angle coded 

signals whose spectra I ie in the range (Q,\~). It is a trivial 

matt~r to extend the results to signals lying in some other 

frequency range. 

4.2 General Properties of Angle Coded Signals 

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, the zeros 

of the signals considered have occurred at regular intervals T in 

the direction of the t-axis and at either +s or -s in the direction 

of the a-axis of the complex time plane. The zero locations can 

thus bo \'1rttten 

z = n nT + jan s, n= ••• -2,-1,0,1,2, . .. 4.2.1 

where 

+1 , If the nth zero lies In the UHP 
CL = n -I if the nth zero lies In the LHP , 

Fourier Coefficients 

A periodic angle coded signal having N zeros per period can 

be represented (from chapter 2) : 

met) = Co(l_ej2nt/NT I eJ2nzl/NT) ••• (I_ej2nt/NT /e j2rrZN/NT) 

= c o 

N 
TT 
Lt 

i = I 

On expansion thts gives the Fourier polynomial : 

met) 

= ~ C ej2nkt/NT 
,'....J k 
k:::o 

C ej2nt/T 
N 

4.2.2 

4.2.3 

The zero frequency Fourier coefficient (the lid.c. H component) 

of a periodic angle coded signal having a certain particular zero 

pattern is determined by the power (i.e. the mean square), P. 



Expressing P In terms of the Fourler coefficients 

N 
P = L. Ickl2 

k=o 

gives, for Co 

4.2.4. 

(Co is assumed to be positive and real without loss of generality). 

This expression is used below. 

Envelope 

The properties of the envelope of signals from a common 

envelope set can be studied by considering any member of the set. 

It Is most simple, however, to consider either the maximum phase 

or the minimum phase member as these members have only two 

frequency components in their Fourier series'1 The Fourier 

series of the minimum phase signal can be written at once from 

equation 4.2.3. 

\'ihere 

... 
I 

met) = Co Lt' + 

= Co 1-' + 

A 
-21Ts/T = e 

,(_J)N ej21ft/T e -21fs/T ] 

.( _I ) N A:' ej 21ft IT -I 
J 

= e -21fp 

The squared envelope is given by 

2A COS(21ftIT)] 

4.2.5. 

4.2.6. 



The spectrum of the squared envelope Is zero outside the frequency 

range (-W,W) - as Indeed it must be, by the squared envelope 

theorem4!15For the mInimum phase signal the zero-frequency Fourfer 

coeffIcIent is, from 4.2.4. and 4.2.5., given by 

C 2 "" P/(I+A2 ) o 

and so the envelopo is gIven by 

Im(t) 1 = pl[I+A~ - 2A COS(2ntIT)] / (I+A~)} t 

4.2.7. 

4.2.8. 

The illustrations of the waveforms of angle coded signals shown 

In the introduction (flgs.4.1.7~- 4-.1.,,) shcwsd that, in a 

qualItative way, the fluctuations of the envelope of an angle 

coded sIgnal diminish as p, the aspect ratio, Is increased. From 

equation 4.2.8 the maximum, 1"'f,4AX I2, and minimum, 1"l.lIN I2, values 

of the squared envelope are given by 

and 

1 12 co P (I-A)2 / (I+A2) 
m MIN 

respectively. The peak-ta-peak envelope fluctuation Imlpp Is 

thus given by 

Imlpp = 2 [PA / <J+A2) ] t 

4.2.9. 

4.2.10. 

4.2.11. 

Fig. 4.2.1 shows the maximum and minimum envelope values and the 

peak-to-peuk envelope fluctuation plotted against p (for a sIgnal 

of unit mean square). When p Is large (the zeros of the sIgnal 

lIe far from the t-axis) tho envelope fluctuatIons become 

diminutive. In this case angle coded signals of the type 

considered here can be considered, for practical purposes, to 

be purely frequency modulated signals. This observation is 

exploitod several times in the rost of thIs work. 
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Instantaneous Freguency 

The Instantaneous frequency of an angle coded sIgnal Is 

of central Importance In these studIes partly because, as 

mentioned above, an angle coded sIgnal of large p can be 

approxImately represented as purely FM and also because the 

Instantaneous frequency of a sIgnal can be expressed In terms 

of Its zeros In a simple way. As Voelc~r has shown4 , the 

Instantaneous phase derIvatIve can be expressed* 
a 

~(t) = 2 n 2 + K (radTans'sec) 
an +(t-'tn) 

4.2.12 

where Zn(='tn + Jan' is the locatIon of the nth zero of the sIgnal. 

In the case of an angle coded sIgnal, wherelanl = sand 'tn = nT, 

the Instantaneous phase derIvative consists of a serIes of 

pulses of IdentIcal shape: 

00 • 

~tt) = K + '" ,~, 
n=-oo 

where an = sgn on 

and where 

.I°nl V (t) = ----",....... -'= 
2 + t2 On 

an Vet-nn 4.'1.13 

4.2.14 

The constant K can bo 0valuotcd i mo5t sImply by physical reasoning. 

In the caso of anglo coded signals lyIng In the frequency rango 
• 

(O,W) the avori3go rate of change of phoso (i .0. the moan o'f $et» 

of the r,1intmum phu50 signal Is zoro. For this 

K = -rr/T • 4.2.15 • 

• $(t) can be pictured as being the output of a I!near fIlter whose 

I mpu Ise response i s V (t) and v/hose input cons t sts of a sequence of 

positive and negative unit Impulse functIons. 

i~ Tho J nstantanoous phase dorivatlvQ t s 2-rr times tho r nS-i-ahtanoous 

froquoncy. 



That Is 
00 

~(t) • V(t) * I: Ctn o(t-n'd + K 4.2.16 

n=-oo 

where * denotes the operatIon of conv olutlon. ThIs is 

Illustrated In fIg. 4.2.2. RegardIng the instantaneous frequency 

functIon as beIng the output of a lInear fIlter is conceptually 

heloful. It suggests how the Instantaneous frequency functIon 

can be synthesIsed electronically as a preliminary stage In the 

generatIon of angle coded signals. It also makes calculation of 

such properties of the Instantaneous frequency functIon as Its 

power spectrum and Its mean square conceptually simple - at 

least to an electrical engineer. 

The Impulse response of the equivalent linear system Is 

shown In ftg. 4.2.3., plotted for varIous values of p. When p 

is smal" the wIdth of the Impulse response (defIned In some 

appropriate \'iay) Is small compared wIth the Nyqulst Interval, T, 

and Its maxTmum magnItude is very largo. As p tends to zero, 

Vet) becomes an Impulse functIon of strength w. The physIcal 

reason for this behavIour of ~(t) can be seen by considerIng 

the vector diagram of the mln.phase angle coded signal (for 

example) as the value of p Is reduced (fIg. 4.2.4.) P approaches 

zero, the rate of change of phaso as the signal goes through Its 

mInImum magnitude becomes more and more rapid; when the zeros are 

renl (p=o) It makos a Jump In phase of w radbns at each envelope 

minImum. If p Is Increased the width of Vet) becomes larger (and 

Its maxImum value is reduced). When p has a value of about 0.6, 

the wIdth of Vet) Is comparable wIth T, the zero spacIng In the 

dIrect I on of the t~ux is. i'Jhen pis sma 11, UHP and LHP zeros can . 
be dlsttngulshed by observatIon of the peaks and dIps of ~(t) 
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but as p Is made larger over-lapping of the tndlvlduol terms 

of the series of equatIon 4.2.14 occurs. ThIs Is discussed In 

detail later: Note here however, that the effect can be pIctured 

as Intersymbol Interference of a sequence of Impulses spaced at 

tntervals of T Is transmItted through a lInear channel whose 

Impulse response Is V{t). 

Spectra 1 Moments 

The norma I I sed moments of the spectrum of a signa 116, 17 can 

be used to provIde measures of the centre frequency, the bandwIdth, 

the skewness, etc. of the spectrum. For a finite energy signal, 

the first moment of the energy density spectrum Is defined 

fl • 1:. IM(fl1
2 

f df 11:. IM(fl1 2 df 

This expression can be manipulated tnto the form 

fl • 2! 1:. Im(tll
2 ~(tl dt 11:. Im(tlI 2dt, 

4.2.17 

4.2.18 

which, for present purposes Is a more useful form. For a signal 

of fInite power, the first moment can be defined by the limit 

fl = Ilm ~~ JT \m(t)1 2 ~(t) dt IJT Im(t)\2 dt 4.2.19 
T~ -T -T 

For a periodIc sIgna), this definItion Is equivalent to 

fl ~ 1. J:Plm(tlI2 $(tl dt IJ:
P 

Im(tll 2 dt 

where Tp Is the perIod of ~he signal. 

4.2.20 

For an angle coded signal, \m(t)\2 Is gIven by equatIon 

4.2.8 and ~(t) by the series of equation 4.2.12. Substituting 

these expressions for \m(t)\2 and ~(t) In equation 4.2.20 



7,1 

t ,-1 
la K/2.1T + Ilm 2if ~ an I 2MTp 

~ ~-M 

J
CO a 

where an - n p(I+A?-2A cos(2ift/n/(I+A~) dt 

Thus, 

fl 

- 2 2 an +t. 

r 
.. pif Lt _ -2ifS/T e . 

.. W/2 + W j-I_-27TP I , e ' - I-2 

-. 
i sgn an 

..J 

1 

I (nu - nL) 
.-

where nu Is the ratio of the arrange number of UHP zeros to 

4.2.21 

the total number of zeros per unit time and nL Is the corresponding 

measure of the number of LHP zeros. 

FIg. 4.2.4.Lshows f,/W plotted as a function of p, In the 

cases of mInimum phase and maximum phase sIgnals. V/hen p Is 

very small, fl Is hardly affected by whether the zeros are UHP 

or LHP as/In this case, the magnltudes of the frequency components 

are nearly equal. When p Is very large, one frequency component 

predominates, lying at either oxtreme of the frequency band 

according to whether the signal Is minimum or maximum phase. 

The second moment of the energy density spectrum of a finite 

energy signal can be defined by 

f2 ~ J:' f2 IM(f11
2 

df / ~ IM(f11
2 

df 4.2.22 

= ~JCO (~t Im(t) 1>2 + . ~(t)2 Imet) 12 dt/ fa) Im(t) 12 dt 4.2.23 
4if __ J-

In the case of a finite power signal f2 can be defined by 
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T 

f2 • '~l Im 4-~ r 
. T-+<» ~-T 

(~lm(t)I)2 + .~(t)2 Im(t)12 dtlI
T 

Im(t)1 2 dt 
dt -T 

4.2.24 

f2 has two components; one Involves the envelope alone of the 

signal and Is thus the same for all members of the common envelope 

set. The other component Involves the Instantaneous frequency 

fun(;tton and Is thus generally different for the various members 

of the common envelope set. It Is not possible to express f2 

exactly In terms of the zeros of the signal In a sImple way (as 

could be done for fl).The reason for thIs Is that f2 Is not a 
• lInear functIonal of ~(t) - unlike fl' However, when p is 

large (that Is, greater than about 2) the envelope fluctuatIons 

become very small and equation 4.2.24 can be approxImated by 

J
T '2 

f 2 = li m I 4> ( t ) dt 
T-+<» (2T) (4n2) -T 

4.2.25 

Thus f2 (for large p) Is approxImately gIven by the mean square 

I of-2iT 

. 
~(t), which can be calculated In a straIghtforward way 

If the relevant statIstics of the zero locatIons are known. 

If the probability that a partIcular zero lies In the upper 

half plane Is 0.5, and Is independent of the locations of the 

other zeros of the angle coded sIgnal (thIs Is a reasonable 

assumptIon If binary data Is to be transmItted wIth an UHP zero 

representIng bInary 'I' and a LHP zero representIng bInary '0') . 
then ~(t) Is a train of uncorrelated Vet) pulses. Thus 

where E Is the 'energy' of one pulse gIven by the expression 

E = r:. V(t)2 dt 

'" n/2s sec-I 



Thus, for a random angle coded sIgnal (as one wti"h zeros 

randomly In the upper and lower half planes wIll be termed), 

f2 Is gIven by 

f2 = 1/(16~sT> + 1/4T2 (cycles/sec)2 

= ~/( 16~p) + W2/4 4.2.26. 

The 'standard deviatIon', f SD' of the spectrum about Its 

f I r~ r moment or "centro I d" can be used as a measure of the 

bandwIdth of a signal. For an angle coded sIgnal (with p large) 

this is, from equations 4.2.21 and 4.2.26, 

fSD = If2 - fl2 

= I / (4 1T /$F> 

= W/(4~ vp) 
The effective bandwidth of a random anglo coded signal (as 

measured by the standard deviation of the spectrum) is thus a 

fraction of the 'strict' bandwidth W (outside whIch the spectrum 

4.2.27. 

is zero). As p is increased and the zeros move away from the real 

axis in the complex plane, the effective bandwidth of a large-p 

angle coded sIgnal decreases. This effect Is mentioned again in 

the next section In which the power spectra of random angle coded 

signals are discussed. 

4.3 Spectra of Random Angle Coded Signals - Theoretical 

In the statistIcal approach to communIcation system analys1s, 

information carryIng signals are represented as beIng sample 

~unctions from a random process. The power specirum of the random 

process is of Interest for perhaps two prIncIpal reasons. It enables 

the effect on the sIgnal (on average) of lInear filterIng operations 

to be calculated. It also provIdes an IndIcatIon of the effectiveness 



of the sIgnal process for communIcating tn the presence of 

noIse. Shannon l9derlvcd the ideal form of power spectrum for 

the signal process for sIgnallIng In the presence of addittve 

GaussIan noIse of a gIven spectral form: by comparing the spectra 

of different signal processes (for example, the angle coded 

signal process) with the Ideal, theIr relative effectTveness can 

be gauged. 

A continuing random angle coded signal process ('continuing 

process', for short) is a random process whose sample functions 

are angle coded signals (all of equal power, p) whose zeros occur 

at regular Instants separated by T tn the direction of the t-axls 

and randomly +js or -js tn the dIrection of the a-axis of the 

complex tIme plane. A CP is not a statIonary process; for example, 

Its ensemble-arranged magnItude (which Is simply the envelope) 

depends explIcItly on tIme according to equatIon 4.2.8 

The autocorrelatlon functIon R(t,T), of the continuIng 

process is given by 

R (t ,'r) = E [m{t) m*{t+T) ] 4.3.1 

By considerIng the nature of the zero pattern It can be 5een that 

the autocorrelation functIon must be perIodic In t, wIth perIod T. 

That Is 

R (t ,T) = R ~t+nT ,'r) for n = 0,~1 ,+2, ••• 

As the autocorrelatlon function of the CP Is tIme dependent, the 

power spectrum Is, too. However, for many purposes It Is suffIcient 

to consider the time averagee,oS(f), of the power spectrum, S(t,f). 

S(f) • t J: S (t,f) dt 4.3.2. 



where S(t,f) Is the FourTer transform o·f R(t,-r) 

S(t,f) • J:. R(t,T) e-
j2

•
tr 

dT 

For purposes of calculating the power passed by filters and 

4.3.3 

so on, the time averaged power spectrum can be treated like the 

power spectrum of a statIonary random process. It Is the tIme 

averaged power spectrum that Is treated in this chapter. 

In the experimental estImation of spectra described later 

In this chapter, the idea of a periodIc random angle coded 

sIgnal process (pertodic process, in short) Is used. This Is 

defIned to be a random process whose sample functions are 

periodic angle coded sIgnals (all of equal power, P) havIng N 

zeroS per period. The zeros In the fundamental period of each 

sample function are chosen randomly so that each zero lies In 

either the UHP or the LHP wIth equal probability. The auto

correlatIon function, Rp(t,-r), of the PP, tn addItIon to being 

periodic in t with period T, Is also periodic Tn -r with period NT: 

4.3.4 

Here It Is the time averaged autocorrelmtlon function (referred 

to simply as the autocorrelatlon function from here on), defined 

by 

Rp(T) • i JT RpCt,T) dt, 
o 

which Is of Interest. 

4.3.5 

If mp(t) Is a sample functIon from the periodIc process, 

Its Fourler series expanslo~1 is 

N 
mp(t) '" ~ 

n=o 

J21Tnt/NT 
an e 4.3.6 



(The serIes contaIns only N+I terms; as the sample functions 

are band lImIted to the frequency range )(Q)~ I/T». 

The Fourler coeffIcients an, given by 

m (t) e-j2nnt/NT dt, 
p 

are uncorrelated random variables such that 

E ran I = Er m (t)j , n=o 
... - - p 

and 

, 
o , kJ'n 

4.3.7 

4.3.8 

4.3.9 

where the rk are the coeffIcIents of the Fourler serIes expansIon 

of R
p

(T).21 The autocorrelatlon functIon can thus be expressed 

Rp(T) = ~ r j2nkT/NT 
L.J. k e 
keo 

4.3.10 

The tIme averaged power spectrum, the Fourler transform of 

N 
Sp(f) = ~ rk S{f-k/NT) 4.3.11 

k=o 

If the period, NT, of the perIodIc process Is great enough 

It may be assumed that any sIgnal drawn from the perIodIc process 

will have sImilar statistical properties (withIn Its fundamental 

perIod) to those of a sIgnal from the continuIng process wIth the 

same characterIsing parameters (power, bandwidth and 'aspect 

ratio', p). Then the autocorrelatton function, Rp(T), of the 



periodic process \'It If provtde (within Its fundamental period) 

a good approximation to that of the continuing process, R(T) 

(flg.4.3.1.) 

R(T) = Rp(T) rect(T/NT) 

Taking the Fourler transform of this approximate equation gives 

S(f) = Sp(f) * NT slnc· (fNT) 4.3.12 

Thus the spectrum of the continuing process Is given approximately 

by Interpolating the line spectrum of the periodic process 

with the slnc function of equation 4.3.12 or indeed any reasonable 

Interpolating function of similar width and height. 

The remainder of this sectIon derives theoretical 

expressions for the power spectrum of the continuing process 

which become valid in the extreme cases of very large and very 

small aspect ratio p. 

Case (I) - Small p 

Instead of studying the analytIc angle coded signal process, 

it Is expedient here to consIder Its real part. There is no 

problem, of course, in finding the spectrum of an analytIc 

process If the spectrum of Its real part Is known. Fig.4.3.2. 

showS a section of the waveform of the real part of an angle 

coded signal whose zeros Ite close to the t-axls (I.e., p is small). 

ThIs figure also displays the real part of the analytic sIgnal 

ml (t) = a [I + ej2nt/TJ , 4.3.13 

~here a ts a real number such that the two signals are of equal 

power). The two waveforms are very simIlar In form, except that 

the real part of the angle coded signal dips belO\'I the t-axis In 

the vicinity of an UHP zero and passes above it near a LHP zero. 
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Let the real part of the angle coded signal (which's 

a sample function from the continuing process) be represented by 

set) .. I 

.f2 
[ 1+ COS(2nt/~ + dCt) 4.3.14 

where the analytic signal has been normalised to have unit 

mean square, so that In equation 4.3.13, a has the value 1/12. 

.• r 

set} Is bandlimlted to (-\~, \'1) and therefore d(t) must be 

too, since the other term on the RHS of equation 4.3.2 is also 

band I i m t ted to O/,~.f). Thus, by the samp I t ng theorem, d (t) can 

be represented by the series 

d(t) = 
(1) 

~ dCm/2h') sinc' (2wt-m) 
6, 
m=~oo 

4.3.15 

Now at the t-coordinate of the zeros, t .. nT, n" 0; ,:!:.1,,:!:.2, ••• 

the expression (I+cos 2nt/T) Is zero and so at these points 

denT) = senT), 

The Instantaneous phase of the signal makes a sudden increase of 

11" radIans In the vicinity of each UHP zero and a sudden decrease 

of 11" in the vicinity of each LHP zero. The phase change Is 

sudden because of the impulse-lIke character of the instantaneous 

frequency function for signals of smail p. In addition, there is 

a steady Increase of phase at the rate of 11" radians In T seconds, 

because the centre frequency of the process lies at W/2. The 

result of this is that the instantaneous phase of the small p 

signal at the instants nT (n=0,,:!:.I,+2, ••• ) Is approximately an 



Integer multIple of ~ whIch results In the sIgnal being real at 

these instants. Thus denT) Is gIven by 

denT) .. on Imlmin 

(where an Is unIty If the nth zero ties In the UHP and -I If It 

lies In the LHP - sect.4.2) At the other sampling Instants, 

t .. nT/2, n" .!:.I',+3,,!.5, •••• , tt Is evident that set) takes 

(very nearly, for p small) the same values as the real part of 

rnl et) and thus 

d{nT/2) .. 0, 

Thus equation 4.3.15 becomes, approxImately 

d(t) = Imlmln 'c;, si nc (2Wt-2n) 4.3.16 

d{t) can be thought of as beIng the output of an Ideal low pass 

filter whose Impulse response Is slnc.:{2\<[t) and which Is excited 

wIth randomly posItIve and negative impulses of area Imlrnln and 

occurrIng at regular Intervals of T. Thus the power spectrum, 

Sd{f), of d(t) Is that of bandlimtted white noIse. 

Sd(f) = 'VI rect (f/W) 4.3.17 

where w, the spectral densIty is given by 

volt2 1Hz 4.3.18 

Thus, from equations 4.2.10, 4.3.14 and 4.3.17 the power density 

spectrum of an aAalytrc angle coded signal of small p Is 

approximately given by* 

*The power spectrum SA(f) an analytic signal Is related to the 

power spectrum of its real part, SR(f), by 

f > 0 

f • 0 

f < 0 



sef) e! P 
(... ] { ~ L O(f)+o(f •• W) . + S rectCf/it-t) J 
l 

4.3.19 

when 

Cl • 
2A/('I+A~) 

and 

ThIs approxImate expression for Sef), valid In the case of 

extremely small p, is shown graphIcally in flg.4.3.3. and also 

later In thIs chapter when It Is compared with experimental 

estimates of the po\'/er spectrum. 

Case (It) - Large p 

Sectton 4.2 showed that the envelope fluctuatIons of angle 

coded signals, when p is large, are very small. In fact, for 

practical purposes they can be regarded as purely frequency 

modulated sIgnals. The instantaneous frequency of a large-p angle 

coded signal consists of a series of slowly varying Vet) functions 

and so must Itself be a slowly varying function of tIme. The 

"purely FM" character of large p angle coded signals and the slow 

variations of their instantaneous frequency functions suggests 

that the quasi stationary method of calculatIng FM spectra Is 

applicable. 

The instantaneous frequency of random angle coded signal can 

be regarded as beIng produced by the operatIon of filtering a 

sequence of randomly positIve and negatIve Impulses wIth a filter 

whose Impulse response Is Vet). When p Is large, Vet) Is·of much 

larger duratIon than, if, the I nterva I between tmpul ses and so, at 

any Instant, the Instantaneous frequency consIsts of the sum of 

many quantities which have similar magnitudes but random signs. 
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Under these condttlons the control limit theorem should apply 

and the Instantaneous frequency, fi(t), should be a random functIon 

whose probabIlity dIstribution p(fi) is Gausslan. Thus 

4.3.Z0 

The mean, fm' of the Instantaneous frequency for a random 

angle coded signal lying In the frequency range <O,W) is sImply 

WIZ. The variance, fa2, Is given by 

since the successive Vet) pulses are uncorrelated and occur at the 

rate of W per second. Thus 

f Z ... W/(B1!s) a 

When the quasi-statIonary hypothesis applIes, the power of 

a signal In a frequency band (fl,fl+df) Is proporttonal to the 

proportion of the time that the instantaneous frequency of the 

signal lies withIn that band. Thus, the power spectrum, S(f), of 

a large-p angle coded sIgnal of power P Is approximately given 

by 

S(f) :: - 2 21 
PI (fali1r) exp L-<f-fm) 12fa J 

... (P zIP/W) exp [-<f-W/2)2 41TP/W~ 4.3.21 • 

Thts approximate expression for S{f) Is shown graphically in 
-------- ----"------"'-

fig.4.3.4. 1 . lOne indication 

of the approximate nature of this expression is that Tt 

Incorrectly Indicates the spectrum to be non-zero (although very 

small) at frequencies outside the range (O,W). 



4.4 Spectra of Random Angle Coded SIgnals - ExperImental 

Computer experIments ("Monte Carlo" ca I cu lattons) were 

performed to verIfy the theory of section 4.3 and to establIsh 

the range of validIty of the approximations. The procedure used 

was, brIefly, as follo\'Is. The power spectrum of a perIodIc 

process (sect.4.3) \'Ias estimated by repeatedly choosIng zero 

patterns at random, computIng Fourler coefficIents of the correspondi 

angle coded sIgnals and averagIng the squared magnitude of each 

Fourier coeffIcient over the set of generated signals. (An 

estimate of the standard devIation of each estImate was produced at 

the same tIme). The estImated perIodic process spectrum was 

interpolated to provIde an estimate of the continuing proce"ss 
, 

spectrum. These estimated spectra are dIsplayed graphIcally later 

In this sectIon, together wIth the theoretIcally derived soectral 

forms of the previous sectIon. 

The outlIne of the computer program shown In t:lg.4.4.1. 

requIres little explanation but the followIng dIscusses some 

particular poInts. 

At stage (I) (flg.4.4.1) the roots Zn of the Fourler 

polynomIal are chosen to lie at regular angular Intervals In 

the complex plane and randomly on a circle of radIus A or A-I. 

This corresponds to choosing the zeros of the stgnal to lie at 

regular Intervals T in the dIrectIon of the i"-axls of the complex 

tIme plane and randomly at +s.or -s In the directIon of the a-axIs. 

The 'random' choIces are made according to the outcome of whether 

numbers produced by the pseudo random number generating routIne 

UTRI* He above or below the mean. 

*Avallable at Loughborough UnIversity of Technology Computer Centre. 
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At stage (2), the standard scheme for computing the coefficr~nts 

of a polynomIal from Its roots proved to give totally Incorrect 

results when it was used wIth polynomials of order greater than 

about 40, due to the accumulation of round off errors. To 

overcome thts effect, a scheme was devised based on the discrete 

Fourler transform (OFT) which gave good accuracy with polynomials 

of order of at least 250. The detaIls of this scheme are given 

In appendix C. 

At stages (3) and (4) the estimate of the power in the nth 

spectral lIne Xn was computed as 

= t 
M 

Xnl , 

where Xnl is the squared magnitude of the nth Fourier coeffIcient 

of the Ith randomly generated Fourler polynomIal. An estimate of 

the standard deviatIon of this estimate was taken as Sn' defined 

by the expression 

(S )2 
n 

I = -M [ -:z 
X -n 

I 
<X';> 2 

i 
...J 

where x~2is computed according to the expression 

X 2 n = I 
M 

M 

I: 
:n=I". 

2 
Xnt • 

DividIng the estimates of the weights of the spectral Itnes 

of the periodic process byN+I.gives estImates of the values of 

the spectrum of the continuing process at the sample points. 



,0 

These sample values were Interpolated by straight lines in 

plotting the estimated spectra. A vertical line of length 

representing twice the estimated standard deviation of each 

estimated poInt Is drawn wIth its centre on the point. 

The results are displayed in figs. 4.4.2. - 4.4.10. The 

theoretical form of the spectrum Is also shown on each fIgure; 

the large p form the plots for the spectra of signals wIth p 

greater than 0.5 and the small p form fOI· the spectra of signals 

wIth p less than 0.5. 

The experimental results show good agreement with the 

theoretIcal results. The agreement Is quIte surprIsingly close In 

the case of sIgnals of only moderately large values of p. 

In most of the experiments the signals which were studIed had 

63 zeros per period. To check that this was a large enough number, 

the spectra of sIgnals with 127 zeros per perIod were also 

estImated (for the large p cases of P=4.0 and·p=8~0). By comparIng 

fIgures 4.4.7. and 4.4.8. wIth 4.4.9. and 4.4.10. it can be 

concluded that 63 zeros per perIod is a suffIciently large number 

for the perIodic process to provIde a good model of the continuing 

process, except when p Is very large (greater than about 4). 
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CHAPTER 5 

ANGLE CODED SIGNALS FOR RADAR AND SONAR 

5.1 IntroductIon 

In a radar or a sonar system the transmItted sIgnal returns 

delayed In tIme accordIng to the range of the target and shIfted 1n 

frequency according to Its veloclty* (together wIth an amplitude 

change and varIous dIsturbances). The classIc problem of radar 

sIgna I des I gn cons I sts of choos I ng a \'/aveform wh i ch perml ts ta rgets 

at varIous specIfIed portIons of the delay-doppler shIft plane to be 

dIstInguIshed (Tn the presence of noIse). 

The amblgutty functlon[7,~provtdes a means of comparIng the 

resolution capabIlitIes of sIgnals. Ide$tly Tt would be possible to 

synthesTse a sIgnal dIrectly to yIeld a specIfied ambiguIty function 

but there are great theoretIcal dIffIcultIes In thts approach. 

Instead, what Is commonly d~ne Is to choose a suItable waveform for 

a gIven applIcatIon from those signals whose ambiguity functIons 

have been cataloguea~? Phase meddlated' sIgnals are often used 

because they requIre only simple and effIcIent transmItter cIrcuIts. 

Because angle coded sIgnals, for p large, behave for practIcal 

purposes as purely frequency modulated sIgnals It mIght be expected 

(as Voelckerhas suggested) that they would-be suItable for use as 

radar sIgnals. 

In radar sIgnal design one Is concerned simultaneously wIth 

the temporal and the spectral behaviour of sIgnals. As mentioned In 

chapter I, by the analogy_ wIth root locus methods (which are found 

* To a close approxlma~ton 

.,1 



useful when the tIme and frequency behaviour of lInear systems are 

of Interest), It mIght be expected that zero based signal theory 

would be useful In the design of radar sIgnals. 

ThIs chapter shows that zero based methods can be useful In 

radar sIgnal desIgn. In partIcular, a method Is presented by whIch 

an angle coded sIgnal can be synthesised whose tIme-frequency energy 

densIty dIstribution (appendIx A) approximates some desired form. 

The resultIng sIgnal Is 'a dual' of a Huffman "Impulse equIvalent" 

pulse sequence~~ Appendix C, which represents a translatton of 

this chapter from time language Into frequency language, applIes thIs 

theory to the design of Huffman sequences. 

5.2 SynthesIs of Zero Patterns. 

The sIgnal design problem here princIpally consIsts of chOOSing 

the zero locatIons of an angle coded sIgnal so that the energy 

density of the signal Is concentrated about some I!ne In the ttme

frequency (t-f) piano. ReferenceZ~dlscusses the problem of choosing 

suitable forms of t-f energy density distrIbutIon. 

If the energy densIty of the signal Is concentrated about a 

line tn the t-f plane which forms a single valued functIon of tIme, 

then It Is meaningful to speak of "the frequency at whIch the power 

of the sIgnal acts" at that time. A measure of thIs quantity, fc(t), 

Is given by the normalised fIrst momont of the real part of the 

complex energy densIty functto~ a(t,f), (taken with respect to 

frequency at a given Instant of time). AppendIx A shows that this 

quantIty Is gIven by the Instantaneous frequency of the sIgnal whether 

or not thIs Is a slowly varyIng function of time. Thus the 

*Polnted out, accordIng to Prof. Voelcker,by Prof. Ttfl9baum 
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Instantaneous frequency at a gIven Instant of tIme ropresents the 

"centre of gravityll of a cross sectIon of eCt,f) taken In the 

frequency dIrectIon at that Instant (fig.5.2.1.). 

The Instantaneous frequency of an angle coded sIgnal can be 

expressed very simply In terms of the z~ro locatIons (sect.4.2). 

The Instantaneous phase derivatIve, ~(t), can be thought of as beIng 

produced by the convolution of the functTon 

vet) Q s 5.2.1 

with the Impulse series 

I (t)... >-= ~ o(t-nT) 5.2.2 

together wIth the addItIon of the constant, k. an takes the values 

+1 and -I according to whether the nth zero lies In the upper or 

lower half planes. SymbolIcally, 
. 

!$(t) = Vet) * iet) + K 5.2.3 

To produce an angle coded sIgnal whose energy Is concentrated 

about some lIne, fd(t), In the t-f plane, it suffices to choose a 

zero pattern whIch results In the instantaneous frequency functIon 

of the sIgnal following this line. It can be seen from equations 

5.2.2 and 5.2.3 that this Is equivalent to choosing a sequence of 

regularly spaced positIve and negative unIt Impulses whIch, after 

beIng smoothed by convolution with Vet) and beIng added to K, 

approxImate fd(t). 

A delta-stgma modulator25 (ftg. 5.2.2.) Is a system whose output 

consists of a sequence of equally spaced positIve and negative 

impulses the weIghts of whIch are all of the same magnitUde. It works 

In such a way that Its output, when smoothed by a lowpass filter, Is 
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transformed Into a sIgnal which presents an approximation to Its 

Input waveform. Thus If It ts required to approximate a function 

by the convolutlon,of a sequence of impulses with a function havIng 

the nat~re of,the Impulse response of a lowpass fIlter (as In the 

present situatton) the Impulse sequence can be found by applying the 

desIred function to the Input of a delta slgffia modulator and 

recording 'Its output. 

The Impulse response of the lowpass filter In this case is V(t) 

so'that the zero pattern can be chosen by appiylng 2! fdCt) (with 

k/2~ subtracted) to the Input of a delta-slgma modulator whose 

sampling period Is T and whose output Impulses have weights of unit 

magnItude. A posItIve Impulse from the del~a modulator at the nth 

sampling 'Instant Indicates that the nth zero should lie In the UHP; 

a nega~lve Impulse Indicates that It should lie In the LHP. 

5.3 Example of the Method 

To Illustrate the use of the method the form of t-f energy 

'distributIon sketched In fig. 5.3.1 was chosen as the desIred energy 

distrIbutIon. ThIs energy distributIon resembles that of the periodic 

repetitIon of a lInear FM pulse (whIch Is a commonly used radar signal). 

The duratlon-bendwldth product of one period of thIs energy 

dIstribution Is 34 whIch Implies that a perIodIc zero pattern with 34 

zeros per perIod should be used. (when T, the spacing between zeros, 

will be one thirty-fourth of the period of the energy density 

,functIon) • 

The desired instantaneous frequency fUnction fd(t), corresponding 

to this desired t-f energy distribution Is shown In fig. 5.3.2. 
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Fig. 5.3.2. Desired instantaneous frequency fynction. 



A system similar to a delta-sl9ma modulator was simulated (by hand) 

wIth fd(t) (less its mean value) as Input. One perIod of the 

resultIng impulse sequence was 

(+++++++++~~+~~f-~-~-t-~-+---------). 

The Fourier coefficients of the resulting periodic angle coded sIgnal 

for various values of p are displayed In table 5.t and plotted In 

fIg. 5.3.3. They \iera computed from the zero I ocat ions spec I fled by 

the above sequence making use of the methods of section 2.3. 

The complex energy densIty functIon of an analytIc signal met) 

Is defined by 

e(t,f) a met) M*(f) e-J2~ft 5.3.1. 

If met) Is perIodic, with pari od T and Is represented by a Fourler 

serIes 

met) = 
N 
L.: 

1<=0', 

C J2nkt/T 
k e 

its Fourler transform is a series of impulses 

N 
M(f) = >: Ck &(f-k/T) 

k=o" 

Thus e(t,f) is given by 

N 
e(t,f) = ~. 

k=o, 

5.3.2 

5.3.3. 

5.3.4. 

e(t,f) consIsts of linos runnIng tn the direction of the t-axls, and 

spaco1 at integer multiples of the fundamental frequency tn the 

direction of the f-axls. 

To provide a display of e(f,t), the weight of each Itne (a tIme 

function) was plotted by evaluating the expression 
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5.3.5 

at 400 potnts and InterpolatIng wIth stratght Itnes (which are too 

small to be perceived Tn the dtsplay). The form of display adopted 

Ts similar to that used by Stngleton and Poulter~~ Each lIne weIght 

function, et(t), has a constant added to It which represents the 

frequency of the Ilne. The lIne 1s then displayed as a conventIonal 

x-y plot - wIth the exceptton that any portIon of a trace whtch lies 

belm., a previously plotted trace Is suppressed to enhance the "3-D" 

appearance. The results are shown In fIgures 5.3.4 - 5.3.6. 

The Instantaneous phase derlvattve was evaluated, also at 

400 poInts, using the express ton 

$(t) a Im [~(t) / m(t~ 

a Im r
l

(J2ttIT) t k C< eJ2ttktIT I }.: ckeJ2ttktITl 5.3.6. 

~o ~o J 
In the computattons, T was asstgned the value unity; thts normalIses 

the scales of the resulting graphS. 

The characterlsttcs of the angle coded stgnals havtng the 

synthesised zero pattern (for varIous values of p) are shown plotted 

tn ftgures 5.3.~- 5.3.9. These plots show·the envelope, the real 

and the Imagtnary parts of the waveform, the Instantaneous frequency 

and the rear part of the t-f energy dlstrtbutlon. One pertod of each 

functIon Is shown, except for the t-f energy dtstrtbutton, where for 

clarity two perIods are shown. 
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5.4 DIscussIon 

InspectIon of the plotted T-f energy densltydlstrlbutJons 

and the correspondIng waveforms places in evidence the following 

poInts: 

(t) For sIgnals ,having a value of p of about 1.0, the rnstantaneous 

frequency function provides a good approximation to the requIred 

form. 

(It) For p small, fl(t) presents a poor approximatIon to the desired 

form. ThIs is also true when p Is large. 

(Ill) The t-f energy densIty dlstrrbutton of the large p signals Is 

concentrated In the region of the line formed by the instantaneous 

frequency function. 

(iv) The envelope fluctuations of the large p sIgnals are very small 

'in magnitude. For practIcal purposes they can be viewed as purely 

frequency-modulated sIgnals. 

From (I) above, It can be concluded that the zero pattern 

synthesIs scheme put forward In the previous section provides a 

means by whIch angle coded srgnals can be produced having a t-f energy 

densIty dIstribution which approxImates a desIred form. 

The failure of fi(t) to provIde a good approxtmatlon noted in 

(11) when p Is eIther too small or too large Is due to V(t) failIng 

In the first case to provide sufficient smoothing of the impulse 

traIn. In the second case, the width of vet) results in excessive 

smoothing, so that fl(t) cannot follow the rapId changes In the desIred 

Instantaneous frequency form. 

The "FM-like" nature of the angle coded signals wIth p large, 

noted In (Iv) (as tn sectIon 4.3, ) implies that a transmitter for 

such signals can be sImple and effIcIent; a class-C fInal amplIfIer 

can be used In the output stage. 



The time-frequency dual of an angle coded signal Is a 

Huffman pulse sequence. Huffman sequences have the property that 

their autocorrelatlon functIons are zero for a(1 tIme shifts greater 

than the length of one pulse of the sequence and less than one 

pulse length less than the sequence duration. Thus Huffman 

sequences (whIch because of this property are called "impulse 

equIvalent") can provIde excellent resolutIon between targets of 

known velocIty and dIfferIng. ranges. An angle coded sIgnal, 

by the dual of thIs statement, should provide excellent resolution 

between targets of knovJn ranges and differing velocities. ThIs can 

be seen by consIderIng the ambiguity function of an angle coded 

signal fo~- zero tIme shTft (correspondIng to a target of known 

range) : 

x.CO,t) • L mCt) m*Ct+o)e-JZ.tt dt 5.4.1 

This Is simply the Fourler transform of the squared envelope of the 

signal, which from section 4.2 (equatIon 4.2.6. and 7) Is given by 

x(o,r;) = p lr -A 2 <s (f- J/n + <s (f) - _A_ <5 (f+ I In] 
'I+A. I+A~ 

5.4.2 

The ambiguity function, for zero time shift Is thus zero for any 

frequency shIft less than the bandwidth of the signal (apart from 

zero frequency shift). By analogy with the term "impulse equivalent" 

angle coded sIgnals might be termed "spectral line equivalent". 

An angle coded signal is thus a good sIgnal for resolving targets 

of known range and differIng velocItIes. This Is perhaps an 



academic observation, as It Is diffIcult to visualise a situation 

In which the velocity of a target is unknown while Its range 

remains known. 

To conclude, a method has been presented by which angle coded 

sIgnals can be synthesised so as to have a desired t-f energy 

density distribution. It must be admitted, however, that it is 

not obvIous that an angle coded signal Is greatly preferable to a 

signal produced (for example) by dIrectly frequency modulating a 

carrIer with the desired instantaneous frequency functIon. 

Attributes of the angle coded signal which mIght conceivably be 

useful are Its strict bandlimitedness and Its "spectral line 

equivalent" property. The author believes that the results of this 

chapter are of more general usefulness when translated from tIme 

language Into frequency language and applIed to the design of 

Huffman pulse sequences. This is done in appendix B. 



CHAPTER 6 

HILBERT TRANSFORM NETWORKS 

6. I Introduction 

The work of chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis deal with analytic 

angle coded signals. To make practical application of analytic 

signal theory some form of Hilbert transform network Is necessary. , 
In cddltlon to applications of the present work, Hllbert transform 

networks are of importance In : 

(i) single-sideband data transmission 
27 

(it) vestiglal-stdeband transmission of television signals 

(1Ii) minimum phase modulatton
28 

(i v) rea I-zero I nterpo I ation,4 

As Gabor explainedl~ a physical Hilbert transform network 

must inevitably involve some form of signal storage and delay. The 

difficulty of constructing a Hilbert transform network becomes 

evident when the "quantity of information" (in the Nyqulst sense) 

that must be stored is considered. 

The minimum bound on the delay which must be provided by a 
o 

HIlbert transform network is set by the need for It to give a 90 

phase shift at al I the frequencies within its working range. This 

implies that the delay period cannot be less than one quarter period 

of the lowest frequency, fL at which the network is to operate. 

By the sampling theorem, to specify a lowpass signal whose 

upper frequency Is fHI the signal must be sampled at a rate of at 

least 2f
H

• The total equivalent number of algnal samples, Ns ' 

bO 



which must be stored by the network must exceed the product of 

the minimum time delay and the sampling frequency: 

that Is, 
6. I • I. 

This formula Illustrates at once the difficulties whtch are 

involved In making Hilbert transform networks to handle signals 

of large "frequency ratio" (fH/fL>' For example, to form the Hilbert 

transform of signals covering the frequency range 50 Hz to 10 kHz 

requires at a minimum the storage of the equivalent of 100 signal 

samples. It Is to be concluded that Hilbert transform networks 

to cope with large frequency ratio signals must Inevitably be 

complicated, having many degrees of freedom. 

The observation that the Hilbert transform networks of 

. 27 29 Gourlet and Lyannoy used an equivalent number of stored samples 

more than twice the minimum number set by the above theory led 

to the development of the "simplified quadrature network" which 

Is reported In the reprinted letter which follows. 



eprinted from Electronics Letters, Vol. 4, No. 6, 22nd March 1968 

IMPLlFIED QUADRATURE NETWORK 
The number of sections in the delay line of a .quadrature 
network can be halved by replacing one half of the line by an 
RCnetwork. Measured characteristics of an experimental 
network are presented. 

n ideal Hilbert transformer, or quadrature network, would 
ve constant gain and TT/2 phase shift at all frequencies. The 
pulse response of such a network would bel 

1 
h(t) = -

TTt 
(1). 

that its output signal would depend on both the entire 
ture and past of its input signal. Practical approximations 
the ideal quadrature network incorporate some form of 

lay to 'convert the future into the past'.2 Thus it. quadrature 
twork has two outputs: a delayed replica of the input signal 

he in-phase output) and the quadrature version of this out
t. The time that the in-phase signal must be delayed 
pends on the lowest frequency that the quadrature net

ork must handle: 
An artificial delay line provides a practical means of 
oducing the required delay. Quadrature networks have been 
ade1•3 which use the delay line in a transversal filter, 
here an approximation to the ideal impulse response is 

ig. 1A Quadrature network using delay line 

• lu----umll~-" 
~ delay T ret 

s(t-T) 

ig. 1B Simplified quadrature network 

ade straightforwardly by adjustment of the weighting 
sistors connected to delay-Hne taps (Fig. lA). However, 
sed in this way, the total time delay provided by the line 
ust be twice the period T that the in-phase signal is delayed. 
The number of sections required in the delay line can be 

alved by terminating it with a short circuit,4 so that reflection 
ccurs and its length is effectively doubled. In practice, when 
is technique is used, attenuation in the delay line causes the 
pulse response of the quadrature network to be not truly 

dd, which results in phase error. Using this method, the 

o 
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ttenuation cannot be compensated by adjustment of the 
eighting-resistor values. 
The method proposed here allows compensation of 

ttenuation in the delay line. It can also be applied to digital 
ilbert transform networksS and analogue quadrature net
orks, in which the necessary time delay is obtained by means 

Fig. 3 Response to square-wave input 

other than a (theoretically) lossless delay line (e.g. the 
transistor delay network of Krause6). 

The quadrature output signal s(t - T) has two com- . 
ponents: one depends on the future of the in-phase output 
signal s(t - T), and one depends on its past. In Fig. lA, the 
half A of the transversal filter forms ,the component which is 
dependent on the future of the in-phase output signal. The 
use of some form of storage such as an artificial delay line is 
unavoidable here. The half B forms the component dependent 
on the past of the in-phase signal. In principle, this half of the 
transversal filter can be replaced by a simpler network 
(Fig. lB). 

For the phase difference between the delayed input signal 
(Le. the in-phase output) and the quadrature output to be 
TT/2, it is sufficient that the impulse response at the quadrature 
output is odd about the ordinate t = T. However, unless this 
has the form described earlier, which, of course, requires an 
infinite delay, the gain will vary with frequency. Nevertheless, 
it is possible to find an impulse response of which the part 
corresponding to positive time (t> 0) can be realised by a 
simple RCnetwork and yet which yields a quadrature network 
whose gain is sensibly constant over some quite wide fre
quency range, even though its impulse response is . quite a 
crude approximation to the ideal. 

As an example, for the construction of an experimental. 
network, this part of the impulse response was chosen to be 
of the form 

g(t) = Ae- Ol
•
t + Be- Olbt fort> O} 

= 0 for t < 0 
(2) 

which can be realised without difficulty using a simple active 
RCnetwork to replace the second half of the transversal filter. 
The transfer function of a network with the odd impulse 
response of which eqn. 2 is the positive time component is 

. jw(w 2 + w~) 
H(Jw) = K (w2 + w~)(w2 + wE) (3) 

The operating-frequency range of the quadrature network was 
set by the delay line used; the lower limit was set by the 
limited delay of the line and the upper limit by its cutoff 
frequency. Wa and Wb were chosen to lie within the working 
angular-frequency range, close to its limits. Wc was made the 
geometric mean of Wa and Wb, so that the gain/frequency 
characteristic had two peaks of equal height. 

Fig. 2 shows the calculated variation of gain with frequency 
of a quadrature network whose impulse response is 

h(t) = k(e-1780Itl + lOe-17800Itl) sgn (t) . (4) 

this being the inverse transform of eqn. 3 with the chosen 
values of Wao Wb and Wc' 

Also shown are the measured gain and phase characteristies 
of an experimental quadrature network designed to have this 
impulse response. Fig. 3 shows the in-phase and the quadra
ture output waveforms in response to a square-wave input 
signal. 

I 
," , 

The experimental quadrature network uses an active RCnet
work in place of the second half of the transversal filter. The 
first half uses a constantk artificial delay line (used because 
suitable inductors were available), giving a total time delay 
of 1·85 ms. The weighting resistors were adjusted to com
pensate for the increase in attenuation along the line. r--~-f' 

'·'·4.~~r 



)' 

The delayed in-phase signal is differentiated and added to 
the output signal. 3 This improves the frequency response and 
the closeness of the phase difference between the outputs to 
7T/2. 

Truncation of' one of the components of the impulse 
response due to the finite length of the delay line produces a 
deviation in the phase difference between outputs from 7T/2. 
Calculation shows that the phase error due to this cause is 
small, in the working frequency range, compared with that 
due to the imperfect characteristics of the delay time. Phase 
error is also introduced by the time-discrete approximation to 
the continuous impulse response made in the transversal 
filter. 

The writer wishes to thank J. W. R. Griffiths for helpful 
discussions. 

M. H. ACKROYD 

Department of Electrical Engineering 
University of Technology, 
Loughborough, Leics., England 
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6.3 Realisation of Hllbert Transform Networks. 

The following approaches to the construction of Hllbert 

transform networks (as opposed to 900 phase-difference networks) 

have been suggested or used 

• . . ... ( I ~ Transversal filters using artificial delay Ilnes27,28,29 

(11) T I me vary I ng networks30 ( I n essence, comb i ned SSB modu I ator 

and demodulator) 
3' 

(tll) Expansion of the impulse response in orthonomal functions 

(Iv) Nonlinear networks with shift registerS32(for use with 

clocked binary inputs only) 

(v) 
o . 

90 phase difference network with transversal filter delay 

equal ise~~ 

(vI) 
34 Shift regIster transversal filters (for use with clocked 

binary Inputs). 

(vii) On-line digital computer. 

In the future, the last two methods are likely to be of 

importancd. Unl ike an analogue artificial delay I ine, there Is no 

limit to the time delay that can be obtained using a shift register 

(while maintaining a given time resolution). In conjunction with 

a delta-modulator350r a conventional analogue-digital converter34 

the shift register transversal filter scheme can be adapted to 

handle analogue signals. This scheme also has the attraction that 

it could be realised in micro-miniature form. 



CHAPTER 7 

Conclusions 

This thesis reports investigations Tnto the problems of 

specifying bandlimlted signals in terms of their complex-time 

plane zeros and Tnto the properties and uses of signals synthesised 

in terms of their zeros. 

Zero-based signal theory is evidently no panacea. In 

particular, the relations beh/een linear effects (ftlterlng and 

the addition of noise) seem to be particularly intractable. 

Th I s I s perhaps .. ,+0 be expected j the po I ynom I a I root-coeff i c i ent 

relationship problem has interested mathematicians for many years 

and yet remains little understood. The problem of the effects 

of linear filtertng on frequency modulated signals, too, although 

much studied, is not \'Iel I understood. In view of the complexity 

of noise effects and the non-rectangularity of their spectra, 

there is no clear reason \,/hy the nngle coded signals of chapter 

4 should be used in a communication system, rather thnn more 

conventional signals which are simpler to generate. 

Zero based signal theory seems most likely to be of use 

In the study of situations where signals are multtpl led or v/here 

linear operations are performed on the logarithms of signals. 

One such situation is the study of homomorphIc fi Itering$? where 

the logarithm of a signal is applied to a linear filter. The 

homomorphically filtered signal is produced by forming the 

exponential of the output of the linear fi Iter. Ho\,rever it is 

not obvIous how to apply zero based slgnar theory as the 

output of a homomorphic filter is generally not bandlimited 

even if its Input is. 



The relationship ben~een the zero pattorn of a stgnal 

and its t-f energy density distribution might be capable of 

development in greator detail. Ono can speculate that this 

might be useful in studying speech problems. 

The theory of shorl~-timo spectra, which ts of practical 

use in the experimental study of time varying systems,is far 

from being complete. In parttcular, procedures for computing 

;/besttl ostimates of tho spectra of time varying processes from 

experimental measurements need to be devoloped. 

j 
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APPENDIX 'A' 

The Time-Frequency Energy Distribution of Signals 

A.I. IntroduCtion 

The concept of the time-frequency (t-f) energy density 

distribution of a signal was found useful in chapter 5. Section 

A2 of this appendix is a reprint of a paper \'1hich provides an 

introduction to the notion of the t-f energy density distribution 

of a real signal. The complex t-f energy density distribution 

38 of a complex signal has been discussed by RihaczeK but without 

emphasis of its physical interpretation. In order to give a 

physical interpretation; section A3 discusses the significance 

of pm'ier when analytic signals are Involved. Finally, section A4 

presents some properties of the complex t-f energy density 

distribution of a complex signal. 
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Instantaneous and Time-Varying Spectra
An Introduction 
By 

M. H. ACKROYD, B.Sc.t 

Several definitions of 'time-varying', 'short-time' and 'instantaneous' 
spectra exist. The paper relates these to the time-frequency energy 
distribution of a signal and to the time-varying power spectrum of a 
non-stationary random process. The ·treatment emphasizes physical 
interpretation, rather than mathematical rigour. 

List of Principal Symbols 
e(t,!) time-frequency energy density distribution of 

a signal 
e.(t,f) version of e(t,!) smoothed in the t-direction. 
E 

ET 
f 
l1f 
G,(f) 
het) 
H(f) 
i(t) 
pet,!) 
pet,!) 

q(t) 
R(t, -r) 
Re (.) 
set) 
S(f) 
I 

At 
T 

u(t) 
W 
X(f) 
Y(f) 
( . ) 

energy 
total energy 
frequency 
frequency interval 
'short-time' spectrum according to Fano. 
impulse response 
transfer function corresponding to het) 
current 
'instantaneous spectrum' according to Page 
time dependent power spectrum of a random 
process 
power 
time dependent autocorrelation function 
'real part of ( . y 
signal as a time function 
Fourier transform of set) 
time 
time interval 
effective duration of a signal or an impulse 
response 
unit step function 
effective bandwidth of a signal or filter 
reactance 
admittance 

'ensemble average of ( . )' 

1. Introduction 
For the usual purposes of time-invariant system 

analysis it is sufficient to consider a signal as a function 
of time alone or as a function of frequency alone. 
However, in certain situations (which are usually 
associated with the study of time-varying linear 
systems) one is concerned with both the time and the 
frequency characteristics 'of a signal at once. One such 

t Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering, 
University of Technology, Loughborough, Leicestershire. 
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situation is in the study of speech and the vocal 
mechanism. 1.2 Another is in radar system theory 
where signals suffer both a time delay and a frequency 
shift between being transmitted and subsequently 
being received after reflection by a moving target. 3 •4 

Intuitively, it is evident that the energy of a signal 
does have a distribution in time and frequency in 
some sense. For example, the acoustic energy of a 
short blast on a whistle is 'obviously' located both at 
the frequency of the note which is blown and at the 
epoch in time when the whistle is sounded. . 

Many definitions of 'short-time', 'instantaneous' 
and time-varying power and energy spectra can be 
found in the literature. 5-9 In addition various 
instruments have been constructed to measure short
term spectra. lO

•
l ~ Thus further implicit definitions of 

short-term spectra couched in the mechanisms and 
parameters of these instruments have been introduced. 
The questions arise: How are these definitions related? 
Can they be regarded as approximations to some 
'exact' or 'true' instantaneous spectrum? How are 
they to be interpreted in physical terms? 

In what follows it is shown that an exact definition 
of e(t, f), the energy density distribution in time and 
frequency of a signal, can be made. This definition 
applies whether the signal is deterministic, such as a 
pulse of specified shape, or whether it is random. If 
signals originate in a random process, then each 
individual signal from the process has its own energy 
distribution in time and frequency. The time-varying 
power spectrum. of the random process, P(/,f), is 
found by averaging all the possible energy density 
functions in accordance with their probability of 
occurrence.12

-
16 In other words, P(t,J) is the 

average of e(t,!) over the ensemble. P(t,f) itself, for 
a well defined random process is not a random 
function any more than is, for example, the mean of 
the process. . 

The short-term spectrum measured according to a 
particular definition can be interpreted in two ways: 
it provides an approximation to the time-frequency 
energy density distribution of the signal and it can also 
provide an estimate of the time varying power spec
trum if the signal is a random one. 
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x(f) 

Fig. 1. Idealized circuit. 

sit) i 
Fig. 2. Reactance of idealized circuit element. 

2. Energy Density of a Signal in Time and 
Frequency 

This section derives an expression for the distribu~ 
tion of the energy of a signal in the time-frequency 
plane.1s 

Replacing the real signal by the analytic signalt 
would have allowed the mathematics to have been 
made slightly more elegant and would have given 
substantially similar results. However~ the conceptual 
difficulties involved in assigning physical meanings to 
the various results would have been increased 
(although this can be done in a satisfactory way). To 
minimize the difficulties of visualizing the results, the 
analysis is presented in terms of the real signal. -

The definition of the energy density function can be 
understood 'by considering the circuit shown in 
Fig .. 1. XCf) is supposed to be a purely reactive 
circuit element having infinite reactance at all fre
quencies except over a narrow band where it has zero 
reactance. The reactance of this element is shown 
diagrammatically in Fig. 2. The admittance between 
the terminals of the circuit is 

Y(!) = 1, f1:;;; If I :;;;f1 +l1f. 
= 0, otherwise. . ..... (1) 

Such an idealized admittance function is not 
physically realizable. However, it is nevertheless 
possible to calCulate the current that would flow in the 
circuit in response to a given voltage waveform. 

From the waveform of a signal, set), the distribution 
of its voltage as a function of frequency is given by the 
Fourier transform 

ex> 

S(f) = J set) exp (-j27tft)dt ...... (2) 

Conversely, the waveform is given by the inverse 
transform . 

ex> 

set) = J S(f) exp (j27tft)df . . ..... (3) 
-ex> 

Applying the signal set) as a voltage to the terminals of 
the circuit, the current that flows only has frequency 

t The analytic signap·S.19 is a complex function of time. Its 
relation to the real signal is simple; the analytic signal is derived 
by doubling the amplitudes of the positive frequency components 
and eliminating the negative frequency components of the rea.! 
signal. As an example, the analytic signal corresponding to the 
real signal A cos Qt [= A/2(exp jQt+ exp -jQt)] is A exp jQt. 
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components lying in the frequency range f1 to f1 + 11f. 
The waveform of the current is given by the inverse 
Fourier transform 

II+AI 
i(t) = J S(f) exp (j27tft)df + 

I1 
-ft 

+ J S(f) exp (j27tft)d J 
. -ft-AI 

= 2 Re [I)AI S(f) exp (j27tf t)dJ] ...... (4) 

The power entering the terminals of the circuit is 
given by the product of the applied voltage and the 
current which flows: 

q( t) = s( t)i( t) ...... (5) 

Thus the energy which enters the circuit between a 
time 11 and 11 +M is given by 

11+!J.t 

E = J s(t)i(t)dt ...... (6) 
11 

This quantity is defined as twice the part of the energy 
of the signal contained in the frequency range f1 to 
f1 + I1f and in the time interval 11 to 11 + M in the 
I-f plane. Thus the energy density at 11 and f1 is 
given by 

!J.t .... o 
AI"" 0 

...... (7) 

Substituting equations (4) and (6) into (7) and writing 
1 andfin place of 11 andf1 gives 

e(t,!) = set) Re [S(f) exp (j27tft)] ...... (8) 

This is the required expression for the energy density 
distribution in time and frequency.t 

sit) 

t. 

Fig. 3. Pulsed carrier signal of example. 

(Shown for T = 4.0, /0 = 1'0.) 

t Reference 18 derives the complex energy density function of 
the analytic signal. The present definition appears in reference 8. 
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Example 

The pulsed-carrier signal ,shown in Fig. 3 can be 
written (using Woodward's rect function 3t) 

set) = A rect (tfT) cos 2nfot. 

The corresponding energy density function is 
A2 

e( t, f) = - rect (tfT) x 
4 . 
[cos 2n(f + fo)t + cos 2n(j - fo)t] x 

[
sin n{f+fo)T + sin n{f-fo)T] 

n{f + fo) n{f - fo) 

which is shown graphically in Fig. 4. Note that as T, 
the duration of the pulse, is increased the spread of the 
energy density on each side of the carrier is reduced. 
Eventually, as T becomes infinite and the signal 
becomes a pure cosine wave, the whole of the energy 
density becomes concentrated at the frequency of the 
carrier. 

The example illustrates that, for values of t where 
the signal is zero, e(t,f) is also zero~ If the waveform 
of the example were applied to a bank of band pass 
filters and square-law envelope detectors in the 
arrangement traditionally used to measure 'short
term' spectra, the output voltage of each filter would 
not immediately fall to zero at the end of the input 
pulse. Instead, it would die away gradually due to the 
response time of the filter. In fact, the function of 
time and frequency measured by a filter bank is an 
approximation to e(t, f), as explained in Section 4 of 
this paper .. 

The function e(t, f) is symmetrical about the time 
axis; the negative frequencies merely mirror the 
positive frequencies: 

e(t, f) = e(t, -f). 

This results directly from the symmetry properties of 
the Fourier transforms of real signals. Thus in 
plotting e(t,J) it is only necessary to consider positive 
values off, 

Integrating e(t, f) over all values of f gives the 
energy density (that is, the power) of the signal at 
time t. This is readily verified by integrating equation 
(8): 

00 

f e(t, f)df = S(t)2 ...... (9) 
-00 

Similarly, the energy density spectrum of the signal is 
got by integrating e(t,J) over all time; 

00 

INSTANTANEOUS AND TIME-VARYING SPECTRA 

f 

Fig. 4. Sketch of e(t, f) of example. Note: Cross-sections at 
f = 1'0, 1'3, 1'9 are shown. 

The total energy of the signal is thus found by inte
grating e(t,J) over the whole time-frequency plane; 

00 00 

f fe(t,f)dtdf=ET ...... (11) 
-00 -00 

There exists a misconception that it is not possible 
to measure exactly the t-f energy density function of a 
given waveform and that this is a consequence of 
Gabor's uncertainty relation. 19 However, the 
uncertainty principle of waveform analysis is not 
concerned with the measurement of t-f energy density 
distributions: instead, it states that if the effective 
bandwidth of a signal is W then its effective duration' 
cannot be less than about IjW (and conversely, the 
bandwidth of a signal of effective duration T cannot 
be less than about 1jT). In fact, given the waveform of 
a signal, its t-f energy density distribution can in 
principle be computed exactly using the defining 
relation (8). However, if e(t, f) is measured approxi-

. mately by the use of a bank of bandpass filters each 
having a bandwidth W, then it is evident that varia
tions of e(t, f) in the f-direction which are finer than 
W will be obscured. If the effective duration of the 
impulse response of each filter is T, then details of 
e(t,J) in the t-direction which are finer than T will be 
obscured. The only sense in which the uncertainty 
principle applies to the measurement of t-f energy 
distributions is that it prohibits filters from having 
both short impulse responses and narrow bandwidths 
(as the impulse response of a filter, like any other 
signal, is subject to the TW ~ 1 uncertainty relation). 
Thus a bank of fixed bandwidth filters cannot provide 
both good spectral and good temporal resolution 
(although the resolution may be entirely adequate for 
practical purposes, of course). 

f e(t, f)dt = IS{f)j2 ...... (10) Exactly parallel limitations on resolution apply 
-00 

t The reet function is defined by 

March 1970 

reet (tIT) = 1, It I < TI2 
0, If I > T12. 

when short term spectral analysis is performed by the 
process of multiplying the time .waveform by con
tiguous 'time window' functions to produce a succes
sion of short waveforms which are each subjected to 
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Fig. 5. Non-stationary (time varying) noise source. 

Fourier analysis to produce a succession of cros~
sections of a short-term spectrum. (The use of thIS 
procedure is described in detail in reference 20.) 

3. Power Spectra of Non-stationary 
Processes12- 17 

A· non-stationary process is one whose statistics 
vary with time. Here, one is interested in process.es 
which are non-stationary in the wide sense, that IS, 
with processes whose mean or whose autocorrelation 
vary with time. Figure 5 shows a model of a particular 
non-stationary process. Stationary white noise (from 
an ideal noise diode held at constant temperature, for 
example) is applied to a time-varying attenuator. 
Intuitively, one feels that the output signal .has a 
time-varying spectral density. Many non-statIOnary 
processes can be represented as a time-varying net
work excited by a stationary random process. 

The autocorrelation of a real process is defined 

R(t, t) = s(t)s(t+t) ...... (12) 

The line above the product indicates that the en
semble average is to be taken, that is, the product is to 
be averaged over all possible pairs of values of set) 
and s(t+ t) in accordance with their probability of 
occurring jointly. R(t, t) exists for signals whose total 
energy is finite and also for signals whose total energy 
is infinite but whose average power is finite. 

Taking the Fourier transform of equation (12) with 
respect to t and denoting it by P(t,J) gives 

00 

pet,!) = J R(t, t) exp (-j2nJt)dt 
-00 

00 ___ _ 

= tf s(t)s(t+ t)exp (-j2nft)dt .~ .... (13) 
-00 

Assuming that the order of averaging and integrating 
can be interchanged, and that the F-transform of 
set) exists,t equation (13) becomes 

00 

P(t,f) = set) J s(t+t) exp (-j2nft)dt 
-00 

= s(t)S(f) exp(j2nft) ... ; .. (14) 

Equation (13) is the time-varying analogy of the 
Wiener-Khintchine relation, which states that the 
power spectrum of a stationary random process is. the 
Fourier transform of its autocorrelatlon functIOn. 

t These assumptions are always satisfied for physica~ signals. 
The requirement for the Fourier transform of s(t) to eXIst can be 
relaxed by the use of the generalized harmonic analysis. 
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P(t,f) is generally a complex functi~n, in contrast to 
the purely real power spectra of statIOnary processes. 
This happens as R(t, t), unlike the stationary case, 
is not generally an even function in t. 

The real part of pet, f) is the ensemble average 
value of e(t,J) as given by equation (8). The physical 
interpretation of this quantity is that Re [P(t I' fl)]Af 
is expected value of the power entering the circuit of 
Fig. 1 at time tl when set) is applied as a volta~e 
across its terminals. The imaginary part of pet, f) IS 
of no direct interest here, but the following brief 
discussion explains its significance in a different 
context. 

Had the analytic signal been used in the foregoing 
arguments, then P(t,f) would have played an 
analogous part to the 'complex power' of a.c. phasor 
theory.21 Its real part would have represented the 
power entering the circuit of Fig. 1 and its magnitude 
the volt-amperes. As in the case of complex power, 
the imaginary part has little physical significance but 
is useful in analysis in that it provides the discrepancy 
between the real part and the magnitude of pet, f) in 
the correct way. 

Relations similar to (9), (10) and (11) apply to 
pet, f)!6,17 The ensemble mean power of the signal 
is given by 

00 _ 

J pet, J) dJ = S(t)2 ...... (15} 
-00 

The expected energy of the signal, if it is finite, is given 
by 

00 00 

J J pet, !)dJ dt = ET ...... (16} 
-00 -00 

By integrating P(t,f) with respect to time in the case 
of a signal of finite energy, or averaging over time in 
the case of a signal of finite power, it is possible to 
define a mean energy (or power) spectrum of the 
process. This is discussed in detail in references J 6 
and 17. 

4. Short-term Spectra-Relations between 
Definitions . 
Many definitions of short-term spectra exist, as 

was mentioned in the Introduction. Some were 
introduced to provide Wiener-Khintchine-like rela
tionships with corresponding short-term autocor
relation functions 7 ,9 and others to accord with the 
results of physical measurement, being cast in terms 
of the past and present values of the signal. 6,9 This 
Section shows that the various definitions can be 
regarded as approximations to e(t, f). 

The biock diagram of the system which produces 
e{/,f) from set) is shown in Fig. 6. The relationship 
between this block diagram and equation (8) becomes 

The Radio and Electronic Engineer.Vol 39, No. 3 



sit) 

h(t)~ 

cos2" I, t 

MULTIPLIER e(t.~1 

Fig. 6. Scheme for measuring e(t, f). 

clear when it is realized that Re [SCfl) exp (j21t/lt)] is 
simply the response to s(t) of the system whose 
impulse response is 

h(t) = cos 2nflt ...... (17) 

This is not a physically realizable system as its impulse 
response is non-zero for negative t. Nevertheless, its 
output can be calculated or it can be simulated.24 The 
transfer function corresponding to the impulse 
response het) is 

H(f) = t[c5(f+fl) + c5(f-fl)] ...... (IS) 

which represents a filter having an infinitely narrow 
bandwidth (Fig. 7). 

HI!) 

f 

Fig. 7. Transfer function of 'ideal' filter. 

4.1. Page's Definition 
Page6 defined an 'instantaneous power spectrum' 

in terms of a 'running transform'; 
r 

Slf) = f s(r) exp ( -j2nfr)dT ...... (19) 
-00 

The running transform depends only on the past and 
present values of the signal and not on its future 
values. His instantaneous spectrum was defined as 
the rate of change with time of the squared magnitude 
of St(/): -

a 12 pet, f) = at ISlf) ...... (20) 

Equations (19) and (20) can be manipulated into the 
alternative form 

pet, f) = 2s(t) Re [Slf) exp (j2nft)] ...... (21) 

Now Re [Sl/l) exp U2nllt)] can be shown to be the 
response to set) of a filter whose impulse response is 

het) = u(t) cos 2nflt ...... (22) 
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INSTANTANEOUS AND TIME-VARYING SPECTRA 

H(!) 

-', " f 

Fig. 8. Transfer function of physically realizable filter of 
equation (23). 

where u(t) is the unit step function. This impulse 
response is physically realizable in the sense that it is 
zero for negative t. The transfer function correspond-
ing to this impulse response is . 

H(f) = jfJ2n(ff-F-) ...... t23) 

whqse magnitude is shown plotted in Fig. S. 

p(t,/l) is thus produced (except for a scale factor) 
by a system having the block diagram of Fig. 6 in 
'which the 'ideal' filter of equation (IS) is replaced by 
the less perfect (but realizable) filter of equation (23). 
pet, I) can therefore be thought of as an approxima
tion to e(t,f) with poorer spectral resolution. 

4.2. Fano's Definition 
Fano 7 .9 defined a 'short-time' power spectrum by 

the expression 
r 

Gt(f) = 1 f SeT) exp [( -oc+j21tf) (t-T)]dT 12 ...... (24) 
-00 

(A scale factor which is not of interest here is omitted.) 
This definition was chosen by Fano as being the 
Fourier transform of a 'short-time' autocorrelation 
function. Equation (24) can be rewritten 

Gt(f)"';' 1)00 SeT) exp [-OC(t-T)] cos 21tf(t-T)dT!2+ 

+/-t SeT) exp [ -OC(t-T)] sin 21tf(t-T)dT /2 ...... (25) 

Thus Gt(fl) is produced by the system whose block 
diagram is shown in Fig. 9. The signal is applied 
to two filters whose impulse responses are 
u(t) exp (-at) cos 2n/!t and u(t) exp (-oct) sin 2nllt 
and the outputs of these filters are squared and 
added to yield Gt(fl)' . 

sit) 

hi It) = 
ult)e-~'cos2"f,t 

h2 (t)= 

ultle--'si" 2"/1 t 

SQUARE 

ADD 

SQUARE 

Fig. 9. Scheme for measuring Gt(f). 
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Fig. 10. Scheme for measuring e.(t, f) (e(t, f) smoothed in the 
t-direction). 

Suppose that in measuring e(t,J) the fine structure in 
the t-direction is of no interest. This irrelevant detail 
can be removed by smoothing e(t.!) in the t-direction 
with a Iow-pass filter. Figure 10 shows the block 
diagram of a system to produce es(t,/1)' the smoothed 
version of e(t,/1)' This is simply the system of Fig. 6 
which produces e(t.!1) with the addition of a Iow-pass 
filter at its output. The smoothed version of e(t,J) can 
be expressed by the convolution integral 

00 

es(t, f) = f e(r, f)h(t- T)dT ...... (26) 
-00 

where het) is the impulse response of the Iow-pass 
filter. Equation (26) becomes, on substituting the 
defining relation for e(t.!), 

es(t, f) = Re [J: S(fyexp (j2nfT)s(T)h(t-T)dT ] 

= Re [S(f) exp (j2~ft) x 

-f SeT) exp[ -j2nf(t-T)Jh(t-T)dT] ....... (27) 

es(t, I) can thus also be calculated by the scheme 
shown in Fig. 11, which is the block diagram repre
sentation of equation (27). The similarity between 
Fig. 9 and Fig: 11' becomes exact if, in Fig. 11, 
(i) the filters having impulse responses cos2nlt and 

sin2nlt are replaced by filters having impulse 
responses u(t)exp(-(Xt)cos2nlt and u(t)exp 
(-at) sin2nlt, respectively; and 

, (ii) the impulse response of the Iow-pass filter, het), is 
given by 

het) = u(t) exp (-(Xt) 

From the similarity of these block diagrams it is 
evident that Fano's definition of the short-term 
spectrum, GlI), can be thought of as an approxima
tion to e(t, I). 

4.3. Other Definitions 
The definitiorr of e.(t, I) given above (in which het) 

can be any Iow-pass filter impulse response) was 
termed by Schroeder and Atal9 a 'short-time spectrum 
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of the second kind'. This definition was used by them 
as it is the Fourier transform of a corresponding 
short-time autocorrelation function. ' 

Their 'short-time spectrum of the first kind' 
represents a generalization of the short-term spectrum 
of Fano in which the simple band-pass'filters of Fig. 9 
are replaced by band-pass filters of a more general 
form. Their 'short-time spectrum of the third kind' 
is . measured by a system similar to that used in 
measuring e.(t, f) in which the ideal band-pass filter 
is replaced by a physically realizable one. All these 
definitions thus provide approximations to e(t, I). 

The effect of using non-ideal band-pass filters in the 
various short-term spectrum measuring systems is to 
give reduced spectral resolution which is equivalent 
to a smoothing of e(t, I) in the f-direction. The 
various definitions of short-term spectrum thus 
correspond to modifications of e(t,J) made by smooth
ing in the t- and f-directions with various weighting 
functions. 

5. Measurement of Short-term Spectra 
Roughly speaking, situations in which a short-term 

spectrum is to be measured can be placed in two 
categories, although the division between categories 
is by no means clear. In one category, the signal 
itself is the prime object of interest, for example in 
sonar signal design. In the other category, the 
principal object of study is not the signal as such, but 
rather the process from which it originates. Examples 
here are the spectrographic study of the speech 
forming process and seismology. 

'In the first category, the t-I energy distribution is 
required, perhaps in the finest detail possible. The 
finest possible detail is provided by computing 
e(t, I) directly from its defining relation.t However, 

sit} 

Fig. 11. Alternative scheme for measuring es(t, f). 

t This can be done economically by using the fast Fourier 
transform algorithm. Reference 22 is an entire issue devoted to 
this subject; reference 23 gives a FORTRAN sub-routine. 
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the fine structure of e(t, I) (such as its fluctuations over 
a period of one or two cycles of the frequency con
cerned) may be of no interest. Then a degree of 
smoothing can be provided in the t-direction by an 
appropriate choice of h(t) in computing es(t, I) as 
given by equation (26). 

In the second category of situations, one often 
. wishes to estimate the power spectrum of a time
varying random process. If P(t,J) changes with time 
at a rate which is of the same order as the rate at 
which the signals fluctuate, there is little that can be 
done with a single signal. With a set of signals from 
the process, however, e(t,J) can be computed for each 
member of the set and the average taken to yield an 
estimate of P(t,J). 

If the time variation of P(t,J) is slow compared with 
the rate of fluctuation of the signal then P(t,J) can be 
estimated by smoothing e(t, I) calculated for a single 
signal from the random process.' However, at the 
present time the question of what the best 
smoothing operation is in a particular situation is not 
well understood. Ideally, procedures would be avail
able by which the optimum smoothing operation 
could be· chosen on the basis of the available a 
priori knowledge of the process being studied. (For 
example, in measuring the spectrum of the noise from 
a vehicle moving past a fixed microphone at a particu
lar speed certain features of the non-stationary noise 
process such as the rate at which the level changes, the 
total Doppler shift, etc., are known beforehand.) 
Developing such procedures is a matter for further 
research. 

In the absence of systematic methods for choosing 
the smoothing op~ration to be performed on e(t,J) it 
is necessary to rely on the intuition of the investigator. 
In short-term spectrum analysis as it is usually done 
(using a filter bank or by Fourier analysis of weighted 
sections of the signal), the smoothing operation is 
implicitly chosen by the investigator when he chooses 
filter bandwidths (and so on) so that the measured 
short-term spectrum appears 'best' according to his 
subjective judgement. 

6. Conclusion 
The intention of this paper has been to servy as an 

introduction to the concepts of the t-I energy density 
distribution and the time-varying power spectrum and 
to clarify the physical meaning of the results of 
practical short-term spectrum measurement. 

The idea of the t-I energy density distribution of a 
signal has been used to relate the various definitions of 
'short-time' and 'instantaneous' spectra and to inter
pret them in physical terms. The t-I energy density 
distribution of a signal can in principle be calculated 
exactly if its waveform is known. The uncertainty 
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principle of waveform analysis makes no restriction 
on the accuracy with which e(t, I) can be computed. 
The only sense in which it does apply is that it re
stricts the t-I plane resolution that can be obtained 
when short-term spectrum measurement is made by 
a bank of bandpass filters or by an analogous method. 

The time-varying power spectrum, P(t, I), of a 
random process can be regarded as being the average 
of the t-I energy density functions of the individual 
signals from the process. A smoothed version of a 
measured e(t, I) function can provide an estimate of 
P(t, f), but as yet rules which specify the 'best' 
smoothing operation for a given application do not 
exist. Thus the design of a short-term spectrum 
analysis remains a matter in which heavy reliance 
must be placed on intuition. 
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A.3. The t-f Complex Energy Density Distribution 

Power and Analytic Signals. 

At least three physical interpretations can be assigned 

to an analytic signal (or any complex signal) : 

(i) The real part can be considered to represent a physical 

signal while the imaginary part is regarded as a purely 

mathematical fiction which may serve in defining the envelope 

or the instantaneous frequency of a signal. The analytic 

signal in this case is often termed the pre-envelope l50f the 

rea I signa I • 

(ii) Each part of the signal can be represented as a voltage 

(for example) which is transmitted by a separate wire. 

(iti) A complex signal can be defined to be the complex envelope39 

of a high frequency v/aveform. The real part, sr(t), 

represents the amplitude of the in-phase component and the 

imaginary part, si(t), represents the amplitude of the 

quadrature component of the associated high frequency signal. 

The real high frequency signal is then 
. 

v (t) = s r (t) cos 21T f c t - si (t) sin 21T f c t A3.1. 

A complex envelope mayor may not be an analytIc signal. 

For most purposes of linear systems analysis the physical 

interpretation applied to analytic signals is immaterial. The lowpass 

analytic angle coded signals discussed in this thesis could equally 

we I I be given any of the three above mean i ngs. H0i1ever:> when 

power and energy are involved (or equivalently, \~hen signals are 

multiplied together) care is needed in interpreting the physical 

meaning of the complex quantities which result. The interpretation 
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of an analytic signal used here is the complex envelope, which 

represents a generalisation of the a.c. circuit theory notion of 

a phasor. In fact, except for the conventional use of rms 

values instead of peak values, the phasor and the complex 

envelope representation of a sinusoid of frequency fc are identical. 

vJhat fol lows is a simple general isation of the theory of power 

in a.c. circuits. 

A narrowband signal, vet), has a spectrum of the form shown 

in fig.AI. If this signal is appl ied as a voltage across the 

terminals of a time-invarient passive circuit, the current \'/hich 

flows, i (t), is a I so narrm'lbund and has a spectrum of the same 

general form as vet), The power, p(t), entering the circuit is 

given by the product of the voltage and the current 

pet) = vet) i(t) 

= Im(t) I COS~1Tfct + <Pm (tJI net) I 
Im(t>1 In (t)1 [cos [41Tfct + <pm(t) + <pn(t)] 

COS~1Tfct + 4>n(t)] 

:: 

where met) and 

respectively, 

vet) = 

i (t) = 

The power has 

+ cos [4>m'(t) -<I>n (t~l 
A3.2 

n (t) are the complex envelopes of vet) and 1(t) , 

so that 

Im(t) I cos r 21Tf t _ c + <I>'m(t~ 
I net) I cos [21Tf t _ c + q, n (t>] 

a spectrum of the form shown in fig.A2 and can 

be considered as being the sum of two componentsj one is a 

bandpass function whose spectrum is concentrated neur the 

frequencies ~ 2fc • The other component is a lO\'lpass function \,/hose 

. functions depend on the complex envelopes of vet) and i(t) and do 

not involve f c • It Is usually this quantity which is of 

interest. In a.c. circuit practice, this is the quantity which 
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Fig. A1. Spectrum of narrowband . voltage wavE'form. 
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Fig.A2. Spectrum of power waveform. 
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is measured by a wattmeter (which indicates only the steady component 

of the po\'ler and does not follO\'/ the fluctuations at t\'1ice the 

mains frequency). 

The cross-power, pet), of t\'10 analytic signals met) 

and net) can be defined: 

pet} = met) n*{t) A3.3 

Th i s is a genera I i sat I on of the not I on of comp I ex pO\'1er 40to non 

sinusoidal analytic signals. It is a generally complex quantity 

v/hose rea I part Is noth i ng e I se but twi ce the slow I y vary i ng part 

of pet). Its magnitude (if met) and net) are the complex 

envelopes of a voltage and a current, respectively) is the volt

amperes in the circuit and is equal to the product of the 

magnitudes of met) and net). The imaginary part of pet) (the 

'react I ve vo I t-amperc}s') has I i tt I e phys I ca I sign If i cance 4? but 

serves to produce the discrepancy between the magnitude and the 

real part of pet). 



Complex Energy Density 

The complex energy density distrtbution in time and 

frequency, e'(t,f), has been used formally by RihaczeK'~ following 

Vii le~ and Levln41 but its physical interpretation has not been 

emphasised. 

If the analytic signal met) is applied as a voltage 

ac.~ss a (non-realisable) admittance given by 

Y(f) = for fo < If I <fo + 6f 

o otherwise 

then the current, net) is given by 

n et) = [

o+M 

M(f) eJ2nft df. 
fo 

The complex power entering the circuit is thus 

pet) = met) n*(t) 

, JfLO+M 
= met) 

10 

e-J2nft df. 

the comp I ex energy I Ec I \'/h i ch ,enters the c i rcu i tin the t I me 

interval (tOI to + 6t) is given by the Integral 

= 
J

t o+6t 
pet) dt 

to 

The complex energy density at time tl and frequency fl is 

defined by 

= I i m 

6t -+ 0 

M -+ 0 

Ec(tl' 6t, f l , 6f) 
6t M 

A3.4 



e(t,f) Is a complex quantity. The previous section shm1s that 

Its real part can be interpreted as fol lows. If a real narrowband 

signa I, of Ivh i ch m(t) is the comp I ex enve lope and wh i ch has the form 

given by equation A3.I, is applied to an Impedance which acts as a 

unIt resistor· over a very narrow frequency range about (f l + fc> 

and which othendse acts as an open circuit, then e(t,f l ) gives 

the power entering th8 Impedance at time t (to be exact, the 

lowpass component of the power). 
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A.4 Properties of the Complex Energy Density Function 

The complex energy density distribution is a function with 

many interesting properties. t4any properties of a signal such as 

its envelope, energy, etc. can be expressed in terms of e(t,f) In 

a simple and direct vlaY (seo Rihaczel<'s ~aper3~).ln this section 

several more signal proportles of e(t,f) are presented. 

The foIIO\·t!ng is a reprint of an item of technical 

correspondence which points out that the Instantaneous 

frequency of a signal Is simply related to e(t,f). 
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Instantaneous Spectra and Instantaneous Frequency 

Abstract-A simple relation exists between the instantaneous 
frequency and the instantaneous spectrum of an analytic signal which 
does not depend on an assumption that the instantaneous frequency 
varies slowly. 

The irl."cmlall(,OIIJ JP('CtrulII or time-frequency energy density distribu
tion of a signal was introduced by Ville t (in a slightly different form from 
that used here) and has subsequently been used by others.1

-
4 A survey of 

earlier work is contained in the paper by Rihaczek.4 

A signal whose spectrum is zero for negative frequencies is termed an 
alla/.I"/;C Jigllal. t The waveform of an analytic signal is a complex function 
of time whose real ,and imaginary parts form a Hilbert transform pair. 
The complex I-f energy density distribution e(I, f) of an analytic signal 

. m(1) can be defined by the expression 

('(/.f) = m(I)M·(/) exp (-j27Cfl) 

when! .\1(1) is the Fourier transform of m(I). The real part of e(I,f) is the 
quantity of prime interest; it represents the power of the signal per unit 
bandwidth at frequency fand time I. 

In the case of a signal whose instantaneous frequency varies slowly, it . 
has long been realized that the energy density of the signal is concentrated 
in the I-/plane about a line which follows the instantaneous frequency. 
This result is supported by physical reasoning and by the principle of sta
tionary phase.· The instantaneous frequency of an analytic signal is de-
fined by . 

/'(1) = (1/27C)c1/c1I(arg IIIU»). 

Howcvcr. it docs not seem to he widely known that there i~ a simple rela
tion hctwCl'n dl.,1) and.f.(I) which holds even when,,,'(I) varies rapidly. 

The normalized first momenl of the real part of 1'(1, f). taken with re
spect to frequency at a given instant of time, provides a measure or the 
eenler rrequency or Ihe signal allhat time. Expressed as a runction or time, 
this quantity is 

which, on substituting the definition or ('{t, f) and integrating. becomes 

1.(1) = Rei (j/~~) [rit·(t)/m·(t)JJ 

= (I/27C)d/cll[ arg m(l)]. 

This is nothing other'than !o(I), the in~tanlane()U' frequency of th.: ,ignaJ. 
Thus, in the sense given above. the inslantaneous frequency provide\ a 
mea!lure of the "frequency at which the power of the signal acls at a given 
time" which applies not only to signals ror which !o(1) varies slowly but 
indeed to any signal. . 

M. H. ACKROY/) 
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Other moments of e(t,f) also provide measures of signal properties. 

For example the expression* 

tf = J.L-,-,r--____ dt_d_f_ 

sCt, f) dt df 

becomes, on substituting the defining relatIon for s(t,f), 

tf = I 
E 

J t ~ (t) \ m (t) \2 dt 

M.I 

A4.2 

1'/11 i ch I s He I mstrom' s39 measure of Uthe amount of FM in a 5 i gna I" • 

The physical meaning of tf bocomes, perhaps, clearer v/hen the 

express i on A ¥1-.1 I s cons i dered. 

An important property of e(t,f) is that Its two dimensional 

Fourier transform Is the ambiguity function of radar thoory38 

dt df 

where the ambiguity function is defined by 

The hlo dimensional autocorrelatlon function of e.(t,f) gives 

the squared magnitude of the ambiguity functlon3~ (This is 

related to the fact that the squared magnitude of an ambiguity 

function is i-'-s mm Fourior transform). Thts result can b.e 

genera I i sed to the cross-amb i guity functi on, X'12(. ,t;), of two 

signals ml(t) and mZ(t). 

f 
- j2'ITst . J j2'ITh = ml (t)mZ*(t+.) 0 dt r.12(f-t;) Mf (f) 0 df 

*From here om'lards all Integrals are taken over an Infinite Interval. 



· ff m,(t) M~ (f) ~j2.ft m; (to,l MZ(f-e) oJZ.(f-e)(t+,ldt df 

= If el (t,f) e; ft+'t",f-F;) dt df A4.3 

v/here el (t,f) and e2(t,f) are the t-f energy density functions of 

ml (t) and m2(t). 

Thus the squared magnitude of the cross-ambiguity function of 

two signals is given by the -rv/o-dimenslonal cross correlation 

function of their individual energy density functions. This 

relation is useful In sketching the squared magnitudes of cross 

(Qr auto) ambiguity functions. The author has found it more 

straightfon'lard to sketch the t-f energy density functions of 

the individual signals and then to use A4.3 than to attempt to 

sl<etch e (t,f) directly from its definition. 

The expression A4.3 al lows a clarification to be made of 

the re I at ions bet\,/een "short termll spectra and the t-f energy 

density distribution of Cl signal. 

In practice, short Torm spectra are usually measured by 

procedures \'Ihlch are equivalent to one of the following: 

(j) The signal \'1aveform, set), is multiplied by a \'lindo\'/ 

function w(t) (shifted so as to be centred at tl) and the 

squared magnitude of the Fourier transform of the product is 

computed. Tho resulting function of frequency is 

regarded as constituting a cross section of the short 

term spectrum, St(t,-f), taken In the f-direction at 

time tl. 

(11) Tho signal is fi Itored \,/ith a transfer function H(f) 

(shifted in frequency so as to be contred at f l ). The 

squared magnitude of the output waveform of the fi"tter is 

taken to be a cross section of the short term spectrum, 
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~I 

Sf(t,f), In the t-dlrection at frequency fl. 

The short term spectrum defined by the fIrst process 

can be wrItten 

St(t"f,) = I f s(t) w(t-t,) e-J2~f,t dt 2 

From its similarIty of form to the squared magnItude of 

a cross-ambiguity fraction, thIs expression can be re-l'iritten 

us I ng A4l • .3" : 

A4.4 

where es(t,f) and 6w*(t,f) are the t-f energy densIty distrIbutIons 

of s(t) and w*(t), respectively. ThIs becomes 

\'/here Ew(t,f) Is the t-f energy density distrIbutIon of w(t)' 

Thus, as suggested In the paper of sectIon 2, the short term 

spectrum Is Indeed a smoothed versIon of the t-f energy densIty 

of the sIgnal, the smoothing beTng done by a n'lo-dimenslonal 

convolution wIth the t-f energy densIty function of the wIndow. 

The short term spectrum defIned by the second process can 

be expressed 

\,/hich, applying Parseval Vs theorem, becomes 



If he-t), the Impulse response of the lowpass prototype of the 

fl Iter ts Identified with "'I(t), the last expression becomes 

identical to A4.4, which can be rewritten 

(whore eh(t"f) can be shown to be Identical to e (-t,-f». 
VI 

Thus the short tenn spectrum, whether measured usIng a 

frequency wlndo\"1 or a time vllndo\'I can be regarded as being 

modIfications of the t-f energy density dtstrtbutlon of the stgnal 

made by a two dimensional convolution with the t-f energy 

density distrIbution of the appropriate window. The equivalence 

of the t I me w t ndow and frequency w i ndo ... / app roaches \'1as first 

shown by Lar roJe 42. 
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APPENDIX 'B' 

This appendix is similar to chapter 5 but the theory is 

app I t ed to the des t gn of I~ uffman sequences i nstoad of ang I 0 

coded stgnals. The principal dlfference between chapter 5 

and this appendix is that the words time and freguency are 

interchanged. 

This appendix has been accepted for 

publication as a paper tn I.E.E.E. Transactions on Aerospace 

and Electronic Systems • 
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The Design of Huffman Seguences 

by M.H. Ackroyd 

Abstract 

The paper presents a method by which the zeros of the 

polynomial rep,resenting a Huffman (impulse-equivalent) pulse 

sequence can be chosen so as to exert a degree of control on 

the for.m of the energy distribution of the signal in the time-

frequency plane.' This makes it possible to design Huffman 
.'. 

pulse sequences which are suitable for use as ra.dar or sonar 

signals in situations where significant target velocity occurs. 
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1. Introduction. 

To overcome the effects of noise and interference in a radar 

or a sonar system the transmitted signal, should have large energy 

which, with a transmitter of limited peak power output, 

necessitates a pulse of long duration. I Provided that the 
. . 

( , 

modulation in phase and amplitude of 'the transmitted signal is, 

chosen properly, the use of· long duration pulses does not preclude 

the attainment of good resolution betveen targets at different 

ranges. This is because the limits on range resolution are set 

by the effective width of the autocorrelation function of the 

signal, rather than by .the duration of the signal itsel:f., 

The classic problem of radar signal design is finding' a signal 

whose ambiguity functionl has a magnitude of some desired form in 

the T-~ (time delay-doppler shift) pl~e. 

Because of the difficulties of ~rect synth~sis, the commonlY 

used approach is to select a suita~le waveform'·f'rom among those 
. 2 

Whose ambiguity functions have been ,catalogued • 

In cases where significant,target velocity is not encountered, 

it is sUf'f'icient to contr.ol the f'orm of' the autocorrelation function 

of' the signal (which is simplr the ambiguity function on the T aXis 

of' the T-~ plane). To obtai~ good resolution, th~ autocorrelation 

f'unction should be narrow, like that. of' a single short pulse. 

Huf'fman3 shoved hov to design f'inite trains of contiguous pulses 

:j'; .modulated in amplitude'-and phase in such a way that their auto-
~Ei·;.:: .,' . . : ';f!; 

correlation functions would resemble that of a single large pulse. 

The autocorrelation f'unction of' such a pulse sequence, shown sketched 

in fig. 1, is zero f'or shiftsgreat.er. than the duration of one pulse 

except that for shif'ts of about the total duration' of the pulse' 
! j{ :'\ :.. .' . • '. ~~.~ f •• 

sequence the autocorrelation. ~function is unavoi~blY, non-ze~: • 
• " •• > ' .. 4. ••• ... ' ..• ok • '. : ~.' l~ ., •• : ......... J _ i.. '. . .... .• j .. ~ I • • -'. • ~. ~ 

".,', • \ ". . ~ I • \. • 
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Such sequences were termed by Huffman "impulse equivalent". 

The amplitudes of the complex envelopes ot the N+l transmitted 

pulses are represented as the coetficients ot a polynomial having 
. __ .... _ . .-............ ........ a..-_ .. _ ... 

N roots-. 

N I 
Q = Co + Cl D + 0 ••• + CN D - . -. ~ • ••• ••• • •• • •• 

Huffman showed that for the pulse train to be impulse e.qui valent 

the roots ot Q should lie at equal angular intervals in the 

complex plane on either of two circles one ot which has some radius 

. . -1 X vhlle the other has radius X • 

There are three problems in designing a Hutfman sequence: 
. ,. ...•... 

(i) choosing the number of pulses in the sequence. 
~ .. ' .. 

(ii) choosing the radius of one or other ot the circles on which 

the roots lie in the complex plane. 

(iii) deciding on which circle each root should lie. 

These problems are interrelate~;in general ans~er to each 

problem depends on the answer to the other two and also on exactly 
'. l· 

what properties the Huffman sequence is required to have. 
, ", . 

\- ''''''O, 

A desirable prope~ty of a·Huffman sequence is that its energy 

ratio, (the ratio of'the total energy of the sequence to the 
• " ','":. \ • '.' .......,. '.-'" • _ •• I J, ";"; •• \., '" ,; ......... ~ 

energy ot the largest pulse) should be large. The energy ratio 
. . ,'. I::.·... ... f :. '.. • . ... ~ '. :,,:,.1,' ~ .. _ .... ~ • 

evidently cannot exceed N+l,. tor which case ,all the pulses wo~~ 
., '" ...... .i.., .... . ) .. :)";:"_ '-"'1" Cl: .......... :·· \'" V.llr. ................ :, ...... ~ '-ir. \,;:~·i 

be ot equal am~l~~~d~~~ '';::1.' ;~i;~.:7"Ji.(~:~ ',_._j_;:..~ ••• 

. ; . ',I .• i.~: ,~:. . ... '. --'~ ': . 
• ·r. ..: ~: ....... ~i. ::."', .... : ;, ~ " ", ',\:.', 

, ,', 

o -If a transmitted p~se.)s of amplitu~e A and phase e. the 
• ~.... ._'. ~ t. •• ~ t • 

corresponding complex envelop~ value is Aexp(j eO) ~:' .. " 0, 
• . ... ,',' ",I •• ~ ... : ... L.: .... \./~,:: • .:.. ..... : •• _~-~·~·· .. r 0'.' .............. ~~ .. ~~:~~~"" "'! .. ~ ... : .. ,\~ 

-,' .. . 
~;H~·Y.: ... ~'. ')L!' ••. :.~~~I. J..l.;.:."t .• 
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Injeyan(4) has found a nine-pulse sequence with the large energy 
. 

ratio of 8.125*. 

The autocorrelation function of a Huffman sequence (fig. 1) 
... _ ..................... -. .... N 2N 

has sidelobes which can easily be shown to be X- l(l+X- ) 'of the 
, 

amplitude of the central lobe. The la1fter is equal to the energy 

of the signal, of course. The tolerable sidelobe lev~l sets 

limits on X and N. What constitutes a tolerable levei depends, ot 

course, on the environment in which the signal is to be used. 

It is possible to generate Huffman sequences with the property 

of having purely .real.pulse am?~itudes(i.e. phas~. O·or: .• ), ,with. 

consequent simplicity of implementation, by choosing the complex 

roots of Q to be conjugate pairs. _ However purely real Hutfman . -' . - '-

sequences usually have poor energy ratios or large autocorrelation 

function sidelobes ...... Reference (5) describes th~ 'practical use ot 

a real Huffman sequence. 

*It is, in fact, possible to improve slightly on Injeyan's 
, .It I .. , •• 

sequence: .For example the sequence (l.OOO+jO:OOO, 0~·OOO+jO.996, 
.: _. _ '. ',,; •• ". : .' • ." , • .• • I,),.·. '. ' 

- 0.496 - jO;790, .0.787 - jO.618,.O.180 - jo.887, 0.787 - jO.6l8, 
1_ • '. ••.. .. . _ ! . . •.•. I ..... 

- 0.496 - jO.790, 0.OOO+jO.996, 1.OOO+jO.OOO) is a .. nine pulse. 
". .~ • • ,. . ..•• I .', .,; _,',:. .... •••• • " • .'. :. aL. . •.•• ' ....... 

sequence having an ene~gy rati~ ot 8.~~.. ~i~ is the highest 
, . "" '. '. . . '" . 

energy ratio that can be ob.taine.d with this root pattern, which is 

(--- + - +++), where amin~s .sig~. indicat,es a root on the smaller 
.'.,< ....... " _., '0 ; '.6t; 

circle and a plus sign .indicates one on the larger. This pulse 
• • ' ..... l ..... 

sequence, like InjeYarl's has relatively large autocorrelation 

function sidelobe.s; they have a magnitude ·which is about 7% o~ the 
.. .h. _".";";' i·~ .. , .. ·.J..",·~·t: ~.o .. i:.!)'·'~·"'_ " .... ·_, ... ·I~:~ t.i ... ! •• J .... , .. J.: ..... ~ . 

central peak. 

• •• :. I , • • r ...., ".. - ~, • _~ : •• , ... • 

" \ I • t \.J • • .,', J • \",J' • _ (; l . •• • \. .... tJ.'I I ' : • I • 

. .. ", 
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In addition to exerting control on the foregoing properties 

of a Huffman sequence (energy ratio, sidelobe level, purely AM 

pulses) it may also be desirable to ~ontrol the form of its 

ambigui ty function off the t-axis. This paper presents a method 

for choosing the roots of the polynomial representing a Huffman 

sequence so that the energy density 'distribution of the signal in 

the time frequency (t-f) plane approximates some desired distribution. 

This permits a degree of control on the form of the ambiguity 

function in the t-~ plane as a result of the one-to-one relation 

betveen the form of the energy distribution of a signal in. the 

t-f plane and the form of its ambiguity function in the 't-+ Plane(7) .. ' 

2. Huffman sequences and Zero Patterns. 

Instead of dealing directlY vith a pulse sequence represented 

by a polynomial such as (1) it is more convenient here to consider 

a signal met) vhich cons1sts of a series of impulses having.complex 

. veights; 

• • • • •• 
.... 

vhere T is the duration of each pulse of the transmitted signal. 

The complex envelope n(t), of the transmitted signal is given by 

the convolution of met) vith a rectangular function of duration T. 

Symbolically, I' 

net) = met) * rect(t/T) • •• • ••• • •• • ••• • •• ••• 

Taking the Laplace transform of,(2) gives 

M(s) a Co + Cl exp(-sT) + ••• + CN efP(-sNT) ••• ••• ... ' (4) 

and making' the substitution 

z • expo (sT) ••• • •• •• • ••• ••• •• • ••• • •• . (5) , 

'. i 

:' ' 
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gives the z-transform ot the impulse sequence: 

•• • ••• • •• (6) 

As mentioned in the introduction, Huffman showed that for the 

polynomial (1) to represent an impulse equivalent sequence its , 

roots should be chosen so that theY' lie at equai angular'intervals 

in the complex plane, with each zero being chosen to lie either on 

a circle ot some radius X or else on one ot radius X-le Thus (6) 

can be vri tten in tactoredtorm 

M(z) aC 
o 

N 
n 

n=l 

) 

-1 ' 
(1 - z z) n 

where the zero~ ot M(z) are given bY' 

'i 
• •• ••• 

X exp(j2nn/N), it the nth zero lies on 

the circle of radius X 

• •• • •• (7) 

z • n X-l exp(j2nn/N), it the nth zero lies on 
• n • 1.2 ••••• N 

(8) 
. .-1 the clrcle of radlus X 

tig.2 shows a typical z-plane zero p~ttern tor a sequence ot 
I 

,length 9. Reversing the substitution: (5). the ~eros ot .M(a), in' 
A .... 

the a-plane are given bY' 

1 k = 0, 1. 2. ••• a _ 
ln 1 ~n I. + j(arg z + k21f ) ••• (9) T n - . I 

n = 1, 2, ••••••• N 

The zero pattern is periodic in the direction ot the jw axis and 

is thus defined bY' the locations of the zeros in 8D1 strip of 
... ~.-- -.----... ': ., 

width 21f/T such as the one shown shaded in tig'. 3. The zeros in 

this strip are given bY' ... .. 
f • '-• 

. ~ .. ' . ...., ..... 

-,--' .. -. '-'--'--'-r 

, . 

... 

r: 
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¥ In X + j2wn/(NT), if the nth zero of M(z) lies on the 

circle of radius X. 

sn· ~ ln X + j2wn/(NT), if the nth zero of M(z) lies on the 

. .-1 clrcle of radius X • 

n = 1, 2, ••• t N... • •• • • • • •• • •• (10) . 

(fig. 2 shows the s-plane zero pattern corresponding to the z-plane 

zero pattern of fig. 1). 

In a paper of 1926, Titchmarsh6 showed that, in engineering 

language, the Laplace transform of a function which i~ effectively 

zero outside the range (tl't2) can be exp~ssed in the torm 

co 

M(s) • M(o) 
. 

••• ; 
, 

• • • • •• 

where the zeros' of M(s) ~r~ sl~S.2,;, •••• In the present case 

I .. 

(11) 

tl • 0 and t2 • NT. This infiniie product expansion of M(s) is 

used in the neXt section where it is necessary to take logarithmS. 

3. Complex Energy Density in Time and Frequengy. 

The time-frequency energy den~ity' distribution(7) of a complex 
. 0) 

signal is given by 

'e(t,f) • met) M*(j2wf)e-j2wft ••• ••• • • • •• •• • •• (12) 

where M(j2wf) is the Fourier transform of met), given by 

M(j2wf) = M(s) 
s·. 0 + j2wf 

The real part of e(t,f) represents the power of the signal per unit 

bandwidth at frequency t and at time t. Among many interesting 
.1; 

properties of~(t.t) is that its two-dimensional autocorrelation 

.. . 
; . ,-: 

·1 •.. 

I 

I 
I 

.,/.' 
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function gives the squared magnitude of the ambiguity function of 

the signai*(7). Thus if a form of e(t,f) which leads to a 

desired ambiguity function is known (.or can be found) it is 

sufficient to work in the t-f pl~e and control e(t,f) instead of 

working in the T-~ plane. Finding suitable fo~ of e(t,f) 
.. 

presents a problem, but one which can sometimes be solved by using 

knowledge of the energy density distribution.functions of signals 

which are known to have ambiguity functions close to the required 

form but which are not impulse equivalent. 

If the bulk of the energy is concentrated about· a line in the 

t-f plane which forms a single-valued function ot t, then the 

normalised tirst moment T (2wt) of the real part of e(t,t) (taken g 

with respect to t) provides a mea~ure of the time at.which the 

power of the signal is' . concentrate-a at-a gi~en frequency (fig. 4). 

Thus i 

T (21ff) • Re [!. te(t.f)dt/ !_e(t.t)d~ .;. ••• • •• (13) g . 

.. 
which, on subs~ituting (12) and performing the integrations, 

~." 
I 

becomes 

[j :"M (jw) ] 
'\' (Ill) III Re (14) M(jlll) • • • •• • •• • ••• • •• g 

I: Re [j: In M(jld)J • • • •• • • •• • • • ••• (15) 
111._ .... _, •.•. _ .. 

where III I: 21ff. '\' (Ill) is, in fact, the group delay of the signal. 
S 

'Substituting the infinite product expansion (11) into (15) gives I 

T (Ill) in terms of the zero locations of M(a): g . 

*The author has found this fact a usefUl aid in sketching 

ambiguity fUnctions ot signals. .... . .. ...~.... -, . . , 

.~ . 
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00 

T (W) a NT/2 + t 
g . k=_CD 

• •• • • • ••• •• • • •• 

'As was shown in the previous sect~on. the s-plane zero patterns 

ot Hutfman sequences have zeros occurring at regular intervals ot 

2w/(NT) in the direction ot the jw axis. and either at (lIT) ln X 

in the RHP or at (-lIT) ln X in the LHP. accQrding to whether the 

corresponding zero ot M(z) lies on the X-radius circle or tbe X-l 

radius cirCle. respectively. Thus by considering equation (16)

it can be seen that the group delay Tg(W) can be:rep~esented ~ 

the sum of a constant term and a series of functions of identic81 

(16) 

shape displaced by various amounts of a positive or negative sign: 

00 

• NT/2 + t sgn Ok \."v(w-21rk/NT)' 
k=-- ' 

••• • ••• ••• • •• 

•• • 

r . 
........ -\ ... • •• • •• : ~18) where v{w) ••• • •• 

From equation (17) it is eviden~ that tgCw)-can be pictured 
..... 

as being produced by the convolution of 'v{w) with the series or' 

regularly spaced positive and negative unit impulses given by 

CD 
I{w) a t sgn ak 6{w-2wk/NT) 

k=-oo 
••• • •• ••• ) ••• • •• 

together with the addition ot the constant term NT/2. This impulse 

series is periodic as a result ot the periodicity of the zero 

pattern in the'direction of the jw axis. 

The problem of finding a zero pattern which yields a Huffman 

sequence whose', t-f energy concentration tollows ·some desired line 

" .... 
.1} ; • ,eO. 

" . . . ,,'~ \,. 
" . 

- -,-,---_._---- ,------_._---------------'--
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thus becomes equivalent to tinding an impulse series having the 

ro~ given by equation (17) which when smoothed by convolution 

with ~(w) gives an approximation to the required group delay 

tunction. • 
I 8' ".-

A delta-sigma mo~~~~~r (tig. 5) is a system whose output 

consists ot a sequence'ot equally spa~ed positive and negative 

impulses (the weights ot which are all of the same magnitude). 

It works in such a way that its output, when smoothed by a lowpass 

filter, is transtormed into a signal which presents an approximation 

to its input waveto~. 

A sequence ot impulses which, when smoothed by convolution' 

with v(w); approximates a desired group delay function can th1,l8 be 

found by simulating a delta-sigma.modulator whose input is the 

,desired group delay functio~ (less the mean value, NT/2). 
,,' '- .... \.. \- .. ' . .. .~ .. , . "~~'~- ... : ... 

When the zero pattern has. been chosen, it remains only to 
........... 0 ... ,_ ._ ••• ~ •• .......... • • • • •••• '. • '.'" • .' 

multiply out (7) to obtain the complex amplitudes ot .the pulse 
. .",. ,~.. ... .. ;I.::~.l~.r:. c~·:."'.: ..... _...... (,.. :, .. "'- . " ~.: "",:",~, . ' .. _' , '. 

" sequence. . ".\.', .... _, 

' .. S.: ... ~.: .. ~~ ... 7::":,, .... .. . 
~ . \. ~ .... '.: . ..... 

'4. Example. 

As an illustration ot the use ot the method a required ~-t 
1,.,- .. 

energy density distribution sim~lar .to that ot a 'linear t;M.~ :signal 

having a duration-bandwidth (~B)p~~~~~~ ot ~4 .~~ .chosen~ th~he' 

appropriate sequence length is.abou~.35.pulses; each z~ro gives 
'. , .... :-

about one unit o~ TB pro~uct. 
: . --' . ~:: .. ~ .... '~ " 

Fig. 6 shows the corresponding" T '(w) function. which, whe~ 
. ..,."... .' .'_.".J~ .• g .... ,,, .' . .... •. 

used as the input to a simulated delta-sigmamodulator, produced 

the impulse sequence (+++++++++-+++-+-+-+-+----t:--------) and 

thus specitied the, zero pat~ern ot M( s) ~ ,A value ot X o~ 1.24 
~ . .. .. 

was used. This value '. ot. X"yie~ds ~. g~od energ)""ra~io .(+.7.0.) and 
• , •••• 1. ' .• -'.0 \ ...... ~; l ..... .I\ .• • ...JJ,. i..r; • • • .•• v .• ,,\.l I., ~ .• -I.' v-

. ........ ~ ; ~': a' .~" 
., . 

I" 
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very low autocorrelation sidelob.es (0.00068 of the central lobe). 

Also, the resulting ratio of ok to ~ results in a~(w) function 

which has sufficient width to give a smooth T (w) function but is . . g 

not so wide that Tg(W) is unduly smoothed so that its features are 

obscured. 

e{t,f), for an impulse sequence:signal, consists ,of lines in 

the t-direction of the (t,f) plane and is periodic in the 

f-direction*. Fig. 7 shovs a plot of the real part of e{t,f) 

'evaluated for the signal having. the zero pattern and the X value' 

specified above; two periods in the f-direction and shown. This 

form of display was used by Singletom and Poulter9• Areas of 

low energy concentration appear .as rapid alternations of Re [e(t,f~ 
for the reason explained in reference 7. It is evident from this 

plot that the energy concentrati~n approximates the required form •. 

Fig. 8 shovs one period of T (w). for this signal, computed by . g .'. .' . 

eValuation of the expression (1.4J..~, . The real and im~inary parts 

of the sequence are presented in table 1 and the envelope of the 

pulse train is shown in fig. 9. 

Remarks on Sequence Design. 

The foregoing presents a method by which the distribution of 

the energy. of a Huffman sequence in the time-frequency plane can be 

*From equations (3) and (12), the t-f energy density 

distribution of the complex envelope, net), of the transmitted 

signal is related to that of met) by convolution with rect (tiT) 

in the t-direction (interpolatiqn by 'zero order hold') and by 

'multiplication with Tsinc(T.f) in the f-direction (which effects . . , 
... 

substantial attenuation outside the tundament~ ~eriQ4). 

. , 

.~ 
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controlled. However there are other properties of the sequence 

which one wishes to control such as the form of the sequence 

envelope. Unfortunately, the desi~ of Huffman sequences remains 

a matter in which a degree of trial-and-error is required. The 

following remarks may assist when a sequence is to be designed for 

. a particular application. 

When half of the z-plane zeros lie within the unit circle and 

half lie outside, the envelope ~f the pulse train tends to be 

· relatively' symmetrical about the mid pulse. If more than half of 

·the zeros lie inside the unit cirgle the energy of the pulse train 

is concentrated towards rts-' front;-the more zeros that lie within 

the unit circle,'the greater is the frontal concentration. Convers').y, 

if more than half of the zeros lie outside the unit circle, the 

energy is concentrated to the rear*. For most applications, where 

*These statements can be expressed quantitatively. The 
. It 2 N 2 . 

· normalised first moment of··the pulse energies, tl a ( tkT ICkl )/ t ICkl ' 
. k=o. k-o 

may be taken as a measure ?f the centre of the temporal energy 

distribution" of the signal. This quantity may· be expressed in terms 

of the group delay of the signai by using·the expression given by 

VillelO for the firstmomimt of;. the squared envelope ot a signal . 

(adapted for discrete-time, periodic-spectra signals). The 

expression is 

t III !..,.lim 
1 2'l1' F.-.cO 

F 
f IMj2nf)1

2 
Tg (2nf) df 

-F 

which is linear in Tg(W). The spectrum magnitude is the same for all 

sequences having a particular autocorrelation function. Thus by 

· inspection of ~quation (16), it can be seen that the more zeros ~e 

outside the z-plane unit ··circle, ~he more ·pos i ti!~ .l.~ . t;, . When 

halt the zeros lie inside· .. the· ~t. circle 'ti has th~~&1ue NT/~. 
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it is preferable that the energy should be distributed uniformly 

along the pulse train with consequent large ~nergy ratio it seems 

correct, as Huffman suggested, to choose half of'the zeros to lie 

on each circle. 

When half of the zeros lie inside the;lunit circle, then if X 

is made very large the energy of the pulse train becomes concentrated 

in the central pulses. As X approaches unity, the en~rgy becomes 

concentrated at the extremes of the train. As a general rule, 

re computing the pulse sequence with a smaller value of X reduces 

the amplitudes of the central pulses relative to'the amplitudes ot 

the extreme pulses. The opposite is true when the ~equence is 
i 

recomputed with a larger value of X. 

The energy ratio plotted as a function of X for a particular 

zero pattern m~ possess many quite sharp peaks. To choose the 

sequence having the maximum energy ratio for a given zero pattern 

it is tl1erefore necessary to compute the sequences corres~onding, 

to a succession ot closely spaced· values ot. X. :,'. 

J I •••..• 

. . , 
6. Conclusion. 

A method has been presente'd . which enables the roots of the 

polynomial which represents a Huffmansequence to be chosen 80 as to 

exert a degree of control on the form of t-f energy density 

distribution. This can be done without affecting the impulse-
.'. 

equivalent character of its autocorrelation function. 

There exists a duality between Huffman sequences and the 

"angle coded" signals devised' by' Voelckerll, which are ~pecified 
'\ 

by the locations of their zeros in a complex time (instead of 

frequency) plane. The results of this paper can be applied to 

the design of angle coded signals with little more than a change. '. . ...... 
in notation and terminology.··(Th~y. were in fact :first ¥orked 

'" ... . I., ...... ,.' . 

out for signals ot this type). 

--" --"----"------,----r.----~-.-.--
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I 
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TABLE 1 

pulse number Re Im 

1 1.00 0.00 
.2 0.00 3.07 

3 -Lt.71 - 1. 63 
LJ 5.00 -3. R9 
5 -0.46 (,.96 
6 -4. 14 - 6. S3 
7 9 • 1 1 1.35 
8 -L,.87 6.31i 
9 -3.LJ7 -1.80 

10 -3.83 -3.92 
11 6.84 -5.9R 
12 4.25 5.01 
13 0.94 3.26 
14 -4.21 5.49 
15 -3.62 -~. 19 
16 5.03· 0.LJ6 
17 -7.1Lt -LJ.Lt2 
18 -9.1(, -0.30 
19 -7.14 -Lt.IJ2 
~o -5.03 0.46 
21 -3.62 -2.19 
22 -4.21 5.LJ9 
23 0.94 3.26 
2LI 4.25 5.01 
25 6.84 - 5.98 
2'; -3.83 -3.92 
~7 -3.47 - 1.80 
28 -4.87 6.36 
~9 9. 11 1.35 
30 -Lt.14 -6.53 
31 -O.LJ6 6.91i 
32 . 5.00 - 3. 89 
33 -LJ.71 -1.63 
34 0.00 3.07 
35 1.00 0.00 



APPENDIX 'c' 

ComputIng the Coefflctents of PolynomIals of HIgh Order 

The standard method of computIng the coeffi ci ents of a 

polynoml<.ll from Its roots \'IOS found to give rise to excessive orror 

uccumulatlon v/hen used \"Iith polynomials of hIgh order (greater 

than about 40). ThIs appondfx presents an alternatIve method whIch 

p roved to be free from th I s d t Hie", I ty • 

The coofflcients (CO' Gp ••••• 'GN) are related to the zeros 

of the polynomial (Z\,Z21"." .,ZN' by 

An Nth order polynomial consists of the product of N fIrst 

order polynomIals, the coefficIents of the Ith of which are 

(I, - l/ZI). MultiplIcatIon of two polynomIals amounts to the 

dIscrete convolution of their coefficIents. The conventional method 

of computing (GO,GI" ••• ,eN) is to perform the 'discrete convolutIon 

of (I, -l/Zl) \'1ith (I, -1/Z2) and then convolve the result with 

(I, -1/Z3)' and so on. ThIs method proves satIsfactory for 

po I ynom j a I s of low order ... ,hen progrnmmed I n FORTRAN for an I GL 

1905 computer. However, it Is prone to error accumulatIon when 

used with polynomials of high order, ThIs Is sho ... m by table GI (a) 

Hhlch shows the coefficIents as computed for a sot of 127 roots 

uniformly spaced around the unit cIrcle. 

As an alternative to computIng the dlscrote convolution of 

two sequences dIrectly it Is possible to 

(I) compute their dIscrete Fourler transforms 

(il) multIply the transformed sequences 

(Ili) compute the Inverse discrete Fourler transform of the product 

sequence. 

ThIs provIdes an altornatlve method for computing the coeffIcients 

of a polynomial from Its roots. The DFT (AO, ••• ,AN) of the 

coeffIcIent sequence is given by 
~t; 
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= 
x 

(l - IIZI, I-W/Z I, 

(I - 1/Z2' I-V/IZ2' 

. . . . . . 

. .. , 

. .. , 

J-VIN~1 IZI) 

I-WN- I/Z2) 

v/here \~ = e-J2 '1r / N. This scheme Is cast Iy programmcd and the 

coefflctent sequence (CO' ••• , CN) Is obtaIned from (AO' ••• ,AN) 

by using a standard FFT subroutine to compute the inverse DFT. 

Table CI(b) shows the error in the case of roots uniformly spaced 

around the unIt cIrcle to bo ucceptably small.even v/hen the number 

of roots Is large. 




